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Albany,
N. Y., Jan. 3. Senator
Brackett of Saratoga, soon after the
legislature
convened today, introduced a resolution demanding of
Chauncey M. Depew his resignation
as United States senator, on account
of his relation with, the Equitable
Life.
There was more than usual Interest
also in the annual message of Governor Htggins to the legislature, which
ROJESTVENSKY, NOT TOGO,
REAL HERO OF FIGHT. Includes important recommendation
St. Petersburg, Jan. 8. From Ad- as to life insurance, mortgage tax,
account of uts savings bank surplus, taxes aud remiral Rojestvensy's
tactics in the battle of the Sea of form. Regarding Insurance he asked
Papan, published In Novoe Vremya, the legislature to pass a law to safetoday, the reader Is almost convinced guard the money of the policy holders and to eliminate personal gain
that the Russian commander
Admiral Togo at every point, from the management.
I
To accomplish this he suggests the
and was himself the real victor.
He declares that he knew the where-- 1 ' investment of funds in mortgages seabouts of Togo two days before the cured by real estate; that deposits
battle, and made his dispositions ac- with, or loans to moneyed corporaI tions should
cordingly.'
be subject to suitable reThe charge that the British admiral strictions,' that control of subsidiary
had concentrated his ships at Wei Hal companies should not be permitted;
Wcl, expecting to receive orders to de- that insurance directors should have
stroy the Russians In the event that no conflicting business connections;
Admiral Togo proved unequal to the that policies should be of standard
task, has aroused considerable of a form,-sthat there could be no amsensation In diplomatic circles and no biguity; that full publicity should be
doubt Is entertained that It will be assured; that equitable distribution
made the subject of diplomatic rep of gains of company to policy holders
resentattons to Great Britain.
entitled thereto, should be required;
that policy holders should have voice
WILL TRY A GIGANTIC
In the government of companies and
PEACE MANIFESTATION. that the discretion of the directors
St. Petersburg, Jan. 3. A general should be subject to Judicial or admeeting of the workmen's committee ministrative review.
and of delegates from all the proletariat organizations has been In ses- BETTER MEN GOTTEN
1i
i
JS- -'
sion secretly since test night, formula-y '
FOR ONLY A HALF.
ting their future programs. All that' New York, Jan. 3. John A. McCall
t
is thus far known is that they are' today resigned the presidency or trie
planning to turn the anniversary of New York Life. His resignation was
January 22nd, "Red Sunday," when accepted, and Alexander K. Orr was
rrvet er1i." rioting' l 3? Pete,:'
t
!
r
d prsiueL.- '
"burg occurred, Into a day .of mourning, inuu.yijr-fcieviary wa fixed at $50,000. McCalla CANALS' ARE STILL
nn. which It la, planned to make
"
was 1100,000 and pickings,
!
in honor of the martyrs.!
USEFUL FOR FREIGHT
All shops, factories' and theaters
t.uc i;iisoi;u,
BRACKETT
rA nuu.1 fiLicub ad m auu.1 wall.'
COME
WILL
law
ill
lai
AGAIN, BUT LATER.
road service will be stopped.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 3. The resolu New York
gigantic,
Is
proposed
a
to make
It
Legislature Asked
peaceful manifestation: but if they at-- ' tion offered by Senator Brackett, calltempt to carry H out, the leaders fully ing on Depew to resign, was withFor Forty Million in
understand that It is sure to precipi- drawn. Brackett eald lie would introduce the resolution again at a later
tate bloodied on a large scale.
Appropriation
date.
NO USELESS FORMS
OF LAW ALLOWED. McCUROY'S SURRENDER
THE LAST WAS LEFT.
Moscow, Jan. 3. According to storTO COMPLETE BARGE CANAL
New York, Jan. 3. Richard A.
ies circulated here, the number of
summary executions of revolutionists
president
former
of the Mutual
U large. It Is stated that an English- Life, and his son, Robert, today reman named Smith, whose factory was signed as trustees of the company, Standard Oil People Begin Work on
burned, yesterday, says he personally and their resignations were? accepted.
Seventeen Mile Canal
witnessed a number of executions, This office was the last one remaining
without any form of law. The arrested to either.
men, immediately after their capture,
in Louisiana.
were asked a few questions, and then PREFECT OF POLICE
WAS
ASSASSINATED.
marched out and shot. The work of
is
clearing the city of revolutionists
Pablaniee, Russian Poland, Jan. 3.
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 3. According
going on systematic.
and arrests The prefect of police was assassinated to the necond annual report of Henry
today.
are constantly being made.
A. Van Alstyne, state engineer and
surveyor, an appropriation of $40,000,-ooi- )
will bo asked from the legislature
for work on the 1000-tobarge canl
in this year. The report particularly
deals with the barge canal project
and stale road improvements. According to the figures given In the report less than $1,000,000 of the
made available by the luglhl-turfor the first year's work has actually been expended, but about
have been asof contracts
sumed. The work will require a
Hartford, Conn., Jan. 3. The wiu-te- r ecutive committee will meet in Hot number
of years and an enormous exthere will- - be a meeting of
school of special courses for farm- Springs,
persons In the south Interested in penditure of mom', but it is believed
ers, organized under the auspices of cotton, in N'.tw Orleans. The conven- that the canal will become one of the
valuable- - Improvements of the
the Connecticut Agricultural Ci liege, tion will lie one of the lergest and most
opened today with' a surprisingly most important meetings ever held state.
large attendance iu the various class- in the south, and will undoubtedly atBY
es. For the benefit of those who are. tract wide interest. In a large meas- GETTING PRODUCTS
WATER TO MARKET.
anxious to obtain practical instruc- ure it will he a love feast, celebrating
Sulphur, l.a., Jan. 3. The work on
tion In the various branches of agri- the success of the movement fir
the Standard Oil
cultural work, but have not the time hls;her prices, which was started in ine canal,Is which
goin to build from here
to take a long course, President Stim-so- New Orleans in January of lo.-- t your, company
a distance of
ruer,
has arranged fur courses of ten when the Southern Cotton association to the Sabine
days, six weeks and twelve weeks wjs formed. The convention will not 17 miles, was begun today. The canal
respectively, according to the amount l.e u meeting of tiie association proper which will form a Junction with the
f time which the student can devote but will be open to all who are in Sabine river at or below Orange, will
to study. No examination was re- some way interested In the growing lie used for .he transportation of the
sulphur and oilier products of the
quired for admission. All that was or marketing of cotton.
In Minn quarters it is believed that I'ni. n Sulphur company, which is a
demanded was a certificate of good
Oil company.
character and assurance of serious the Southern Cotton association will branch of istheto Standard
be 3' feet wide at the
,'iurK)se.
The tuition is free. The ib ride to tie up what cotton there is The canal
'
courses include practical instruction left in the south at the present time bottom and Is to have a minimum
creamery, and to hold It until tho price of cotton depth of six feet.
In
.md
demonstrations
dairy, pomology, poultry rai.-ln-g
and reaches the l.Vcent mark. It Is said
many other branches 'of know ledge that the sueeessss of this- movement ALL TESTIMONY GIVEN
IN MIDSHIPMAN
CASE.
valuable to farmers and s'Ock breed- Is almost assured. It is expected
Annapolis, Md., Jan. 3. The testithat about 2,000, uou bales of cotton
ers.
will he tied up, if the cotton associa- mony both for the proaecution and
COTTON GROWERS TO
the defense closed this morning, in
tion should so decide.
KEEP PRICES HIGH. CHEESEMAKERS OF
the court martial proceedings against
Jan. 3.
Atlanta. Ga
The state
WISCONSIN GATHER. Midshipman Stephen Decatur, Jr.,
convention . of the delegates elected
Milwaukee. Wis., Jan. 3 The an- charged with hazing fourth class-me- n
hy the cotton planters of this state nual convention
of the Wisconsin Isaac N. McCrary and Gaylord Church.
for the purpose of selecting members Cheesemakers'
which Arguments will be made this afterassociation
mniittfce, which la opuiiel here this morning at the Re- noon, uud the case will then go to the
of the executive
the governing body of the Southern publican House, Is the best attended court.
CotPon Growars' Association, rueetjs and mast enthustestic
ever held in
here today. The meeting will be held this state. The members were wel- PUERTO PLATA WAS
STRONG TO RESI8T.
at the state rapltol. On January 1 comed at the opening session this
Cape Haytien, Jan. 3. Advices rethe members of the executive com- morning by R. B. Watrous of this clty.
mittee, who are elected by the state W. C. Thomas of Sheboygen Pall ceived here early this morning from
conventions here and In other south- responded on behalf of the visiting Puerto Plata, on the iiorlhern coast
ern states, will meet at Hot Springs, mem!ers. Then President K. L. Ader-hol- of Santo Domingo, say that the troops
of Neenah delivered his annual of the fugitive president. Morales, atArk., for the purpose of deciding upon the plan of campaign for the com- aldress.
After the various officers tacked Puerto Plata at 10 o'clock yesing season. It la announced a practi- of the organization
had submitted terday morning. The fighting wa
cally certain that the present presi- their annual reports, a number tf in- severe and lasted until S o'clock in the
teresting jwpem on cheese making, evening, when the beseiging forces
dent and secretary will be
phases of the cheese and retired. They are now preparing for
n regards to the policy to be pursued various
dairy industry and similar subjects another attack on the place.
tiy the association next season, President Hantey Jordan has stated that were read. Taere willl be another
Kansas City Sheep Market.
he did not think that any further re- meeting in the afternoon. The conduction would be advised. In bU vention will last three davs. and will
Kansas City, Jan. 3 ghecp Reopinion the acreage should be about hold two meetings every day. At the ceipts, 4.000; markets steady. Mutsame time an interesting exhibition tons, $4.50(fj)7.C0; rango wethers, $5.50
the )me as during last year.
On the same day on which tho ex of various kiuds of cheese is held.
6.50; fed ewes, $3.509.50.
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ARMY LAW BEGINS

New York, Jan. 3. The Republic of
Berlin, Jan. 3. The railroad adminEcuador is to have a new railroad, istration placed orders last week for
and American engineers will build It 20,(M)0 freight oars, at a cost of
with American material. The line Is
with the manufacturers of
to be called the Ferrocarrll al Curaray European countries, stipulating five
for
and is to open up a country which is their delivery by the middle of Febat present without railroad facilities. ruary, besides utilizing the car works
Charles H. Moore, of the Krle rail- of Germany.
road, who has made the survey of
Inquiries made regarding the reathe line, will be the ehlcf engineer of sons for urgency resulted In the stateconstruction.
The government
of ment that the ordering of the cars
Ecuador will build and operate the was a precautionary measure, the 'genroad. The route will be from Ambate, eral staff desiring to he ready to move
the point at which the trade of the troops. If necessary, by the first of
Interior of Ecuador concentrates, to March. This Is only a proper measSan Antonio, which Is situated at the ure of prudence, It was affirmed, la
head of navigation of the Amattoi.
view of the extensive military arrangeAt first wood fuel wilt be used on ments going on In France, which,
the road, but electricity will be em among other dispositions, Includes the
ployed eventually, there being an movement toward the German fronabundance of water power along the tier of six regiments of artillery, with
route. One of the falls of the Mes-taz- a 180 guns.
river, along which the line Is to
The government will probably repass, measures 198 teet In height and gret the publication of this IntelliIs estimated to have a potentiality of gence, but 'Its transmission
seema
quarter or a million horse power, necessary to the proper understanding
The country through which the line of the drift of events, and of how both
is 10 pass, is saia 10 db very ncn ag- - oermanv and Fnanoe am itnuihm.
rlculturally.
Mahogany, cedar and Jng their diplomatic position, on th
other valuable woods abound. At eve of the Moroccoan conference, by
present the only mode f transpor- material preparations.
tation known In that country is by! It Is understood here that China
mules. One of the prime factors In shortiv win foitnar th o..mni
causing the government of Ecuador to' Japan, and proposes raising her
e
on the construction of the road tions at Washington, London Paris
Is a desire to djvert the thousands Berlin and St. Petersburg, to the rank
of tons of crude rubber which now: of embassies.
.
find their way annually from the Ban,
r
Antonio district down the Amazon to' NEW LAW KNOWS
1.
the United States, a total distance of
N0 aERvier EXCEPTION,
about 7,000 miles.
It is estimated
thaf .the new line will cost about $5.- -' Aart8' J."8- - The new army law,
000,000,
Native labor will be em- - wnIch WM adopted by an overwhelm-ployeVarious American contract- - i"g majrlty at the last session ot
ing concerns are figuring on the con- - Jlf chamber of deputies, has gone
believed, will
structlon of another South American l"to effect- - nd- The new
road, which is to serve as an outlet ?,B enerai ' satisfaction.
term of active service
hy way ol Chill, for the iubi.tr, uroh."'!T,!''1,,
h'
two years.
coffee, cinchona Vrk, etc.. 'which J? 'Qe "U1.y
tv, rt
vrnwa in kA niaHif.r Ur.ii.,La
lur uiuoi ii u u it rennpm PVllTV
renchmai
ll'e, and abolishes; all
road will be about i0 miles long, and
will run from Arica, "tbe most norther- former exceptions concerning widows
While such
ly port In Chill, to La Pas, en the sons and breadwinners.
south end of Lake TlticacaK the high- - young men are serving In the army.
est sheet of water In the world, it lnore depend") t upon them will be
b? ,a,e 8tate- - Men hitherto
being at an altitude of 12,000 feet
freed from military service owing to
above the level of the sea.
Mr. Moore, who will personally su- - !?.F'skne8s wl" be enrolled In an aux- rpa. It Is maintained that
perintend the building of the Ecuador "arT
road, has completed his arrangements this law will not decrease the num
and will sail for his destination in a bers or tiie army on a peace footing,
few days. He will be accompanied by which Is 650,000, but military experta
are of the opinion that there will be
some American assistants.
a slight reduction of about 25.000,
because oneself of the active army
TEN MEN INJURED
will be released annually Instead of
BY TRAIN COLLISION.
as heretofore
tha
Chicago, Jan. J.- - Ten men were In- abolition of exemptions and that comdoes not
jured in a rear-en- d
collision between pensate Tor this.
freight trains on the Chicago, MilThe principle of the new law is
waukee & St. Paul, at Kenzle avenue
equality. In
out this
this morning. The men were asleep principle the pupils carrying
cadet school
In the caboose of a frieght train, when must serve one year of
In the ranks beIn the darkness and mist of the mornfore beginning their studies, while
ing, the locomotive of another freight students in
the various professions,
crashed Into it.
heretofore serving only 12 montns.
must henceforth serve one year aa
Money Market.
ordinary o)dlera nd then, on passing
New York, Jan. 3. Money on call, examinations, become reserve officers
firm, at 10 to 50 per cent; prime mer during the second year
of their sercantile paper, 6 per cent; sliver, Gic vice.
0.
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MATERIAL

Untold Wea'th Reason Given is Movement
and Ultimately Be Run
of French Troops Toward
By Electricity.
the Frontier.

vf&fc. Jm&

OF AGRICULTURALISTS

EUROPEAN MOON

Will Develop

St. Petersburg, Jan. 3. The remarkable allegation that the British
fleet wae held In readiness to destroy
the Russian fleet if the battle at the
Sea of Japan had resulted In Russia's
favor, is made by Admiral Rojest-venskIn a letter published In Novoe
Vremya today, with the permission of
the minister of marines.

ALTOGETHER FOR GOOD

BLOOD SEEN ON

Americans to Construct Germany Orders 20,000
Valuable Railway in
Freight Cars For FebSouth America.
ruary Delivery.

FLEET McCALL STEPS OUT, 0RR IN

Leaders of Revolution Will Governor Higgins Makes Wise
Recommendations to NeW
Make Red Sunday MemYork Legislature.
orial Mourning Day.

NUMBER 17

SOUTH BOUND

Rl

English State Senator Brackett
Offers Resolutions That
Fishing Junks For
Depew Resign.
Torpedo Boats.

NOW SEES

1900.

ENTERPRISE IS

Taken

Having

U.

Governments Pre- Confined to Window
paring to Prevent Boxer
Manufacturers-Tru- st
.
Uprising.
Cuts Prices

Various

OREGON ORDERED

Glass

TO STAY TO DRIVE OPPONENTS

1"

OUT

Two Additional Battleships Will be Amalgamated Window Glass Mak

one-thir-

Added to Philippine

ers' Union May Intervene

Fleet

To Save Wages

Washington,

D.

C--

Jan.

,

3- -

The

at-

Pittsburg. Pa., Jan.

3.

all-rou-

The federa

titude of the Chinese toward foreign- tion of the Independent Window Glass
ers and foreign interests generally, Manufacturers, organized to make
has become sufficiently houtilo to warrant preparations on the part of the
various. governments for the suppression of another demonstration such
as that which occurred iu lltOO.
The navy department had Intended
to order the battleship Oregon back
to the United States, but iu view of
the threatening situation which baa
developed, instructions have been cabled to retain the vessel in the Orient, There is no change In the purpose of the president to increase the
battleship squadrou in Asiatic waters
by two vessels during the coming
spring.
The Chinese situation was discussed
at a cabinet meeting yesterday, and
later Secretary Taft cabled General
Wood, commanding tho military division of the Philippines, that 'lie Is to be
reinforced In order that he may always have a strong detachment In
readiness to proceed without delay to
China, iu case American inteiests
shall be menaced. The troops at Manila will be within fifty hour.i of Chinese teirltory, and if it sluniid
necessary to laud a force In the southern part of that empire theie will be
no long delay.
PECULIAR PRESENT

war upon tho American Window
Glass company, which stands for the
L.lass I rust, met here today and It is
expected that this meeting will bear
rar reaming and important results.
The American Window Glass company
has recently nysde a big cut in tho
prices of window glaess which was
felt severely by the Independent manufacturers, who felt that they could
not compete with the trust without
sacrificing every bit of their profits.
The Trust is in a much better position, because In
the works of the
American Window Gla.is company
machinery is used, while
the independent concerns manufacture
exclu.-ivilglass, which
requires a great many more skilled

MATTERS PERTAINING
ENTIRELY TO WOMEN

labor-.-avin-

y

hand-blow-

Ithaca, N. Y Jan. 3. Beginning organization remained practically at
with
today the College of Agriculture a stand still. It is expected that the
President A. I.. Faulkner has sought
merger of the two organizations will
to Interest the Amalgamated Window of Connoll University Is adding one
Glass Workers of America In a move- more facility for the benefit of farm, be of great benefit to both associations, and will enable them to carry
ment to compel the Gla.ss Trunt either women,
by offering them a winter on their work
with greater success
to itive up the machines or rame th
course of 11 weeks In home econo than heretofore.
prli'c. to an amount which would
mies, for the special benefit of farm-- .
all iiiauul'.ictiirerg
from making era' wives aud daughters. The course PARADISE PROPOSED FOR
t;la
at a profit to themselves and at begins toil'ay and will close on March
THE LITTLE ONES.
the Mitite time pay tlielr workmen
Brooklyn. N. Y., Jan. 3. Title waa
It Is free of tuition to all residents
a !. ..Hate wages.
It is expected that of the stiite.
expenses
Pa.sSed
only
In
tOllav
n ImnnHant riu.1
The
are
tin' 'ineting of i ho independent man-- ' the personal outlays for living and estate deal by which two philanthrop-traveliiiut ai 'urers called for today will bringf
For the present winter' lc women, mother and daughter
tin' matter to a point. It Is believed thla course Is to comprise a sc ries of whose identity is carefully
the Amalgamated Window Glass lectures by the leading women In the' by their agent and attorney,screened
A. A.
WotKers of America, will have a
field or house holding, domestic science Fermarj, Jr., become tb
at tho meeting, and that and economics s applied to the home. 19 lots in St. John's place,owners of
will be carefully dls- About I'll women have been engaged uea lord and Kogers avenues.between.
the situation
It ia
d, with a view of reaching some to give these
lectures and demon- not the magnitude of the real estate
It .'Is stated that strations, amoig them Mrs. Ellen H. deal, which only
definite decision.
involves about $100,-00the independent manufacturers will Richards, Institute of Technology,
whioh makes the deal remarkabe compelled to make a straight re-- Boston; Dean Marion Talbot, Univer- ble, but the fact
that the two puriic ion in the wage scale, unless sity of Chicago; Miss Isabel Bevler, chasers Intend to build
on these Iota
some pressure can be brought upon of the University of Illinois; Miss apartments which, It is
atated, will be
thi Trust to raise the price of window Abby I,. Marlott, of Providence, R. a paradise for children.
James 8.
I.; Mrs. Alice Paloubet Norton, of the Kenner will be the architect to build
University of Chicago; Mrs. James thie apartment. The owners of the
Hugher, of Toronto, Ont.; Miss 8. property Intend to have the apartment
MRS. PERFECTO ARMIJ0
Marie Klllott, Simmons College; Miss built In the most approved and modQUirt BADLY HURT Anna Barrows, Boston; Miss Helen ern atyles,
with due regard for the
Klnne, Teachers' Conege, New York, welfare of the children, giving them
plenty
y
of sunshine, fresh air and
WIFE OF THE SHERIFF SUFFER- and others.
surroundings.
It
is
understood
AND 8USTAINED MERCER WANTED FOR
ED A FALL
that playgrounds for the little onea
FRACTURE OF BONE IN LIMB.
TWO ASSOCIATIONS.
will be provided for.
The two woChicago,
Jan. 3. An important men do not deny that they expect to
proposition
will
Armljo,
wife
be
considered at the make a profit from this undertaking.
of the
Mr. I'erfecto
sheriff, suffered a painful accident, annual meeting of the Young Wo- In which they will Invest about
thassociation,
Christian
ranch,
men's
which
located about
at
At the same time they say
Mrs. opened here today. It Is nothing that Xhey expect to be able to supply
from Albwiuerque.
tour ii: i
proposition
the
In
slipping
forming
lesi
of
that
tlielr new building apartments
Armljo Mepicl out doors and
on the Ice, fell with considerable a Merger with the Women's Christian superior, from a sanitary point ot
Young
a
to- most of the New York apartThe
view,
In
association.
Women's
bone
the left
force, frac uinn
Christian association was organized ments, and at about onhaif the rent
limb.
wai summoned, who1 in 18N as the result of a split In the which Is charged for such apartments
A physician
reduced U"' break, and the lady lsj mother organisation, the Women's in Manhattan. It U understood that
She will be, Christian association. Since then the the main features of the Armour flats
resting comfortably.
hfk-IllA-h.aM'iiiliot)
Witih
In Chicago, built by the late Ogdea
forced to remain quiet for some weeks' Vkiinir
markable success, while the mother j Armour, a ill be copied
ei.
workmen.

g.
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FOR HIS WEDDING.

San Francisco, Jan
Tho original of Owen Wister's Tho Virginian,"
,
manager of the
John Henry Hid.-great "T O" ranch iu Mexico, was
married yesterday to Miss Katherine
Adams, daughWr of I.'dward F. Adams, editorial writer on a San Francisco newspaper. Hicks first met her
when she was a school teacher at
Tempo, Ariz.
Mexican frleryls sent
Hicks a box of a doen dolls dressed
to represent characters in Wister's
story. Hicks and his wife will live
on the "T O" ranch, which Is south
of the Rio Grande, 150 miles from El
Paso.
'
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OUTSIDE ACCESS IS
RESTORED TO RUSSIA.
New York, Jan. 3. The cable companies were advised today that the
telegraph lines to St. Petersburg are
now working well. There is communications with all statious except Odessa
Saratoft and Samara. Caucasia and
Siberia are Will cut off.
HIGGINS' CANDIDATE

IS

SPEAKER.
Albany, N. Y Jan 3. James W.
Wadswoith, Jr.. Governor Wiggins'
candidate for speaker, was elect el to
that office by the entire republican
vote.
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PAGE TWO.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
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MEN IN THE NEWS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Citizen Publishing Company
4a

IN SANTO DOMINGO

of the man
of the man
of the n:!n
of the man
of the man
of the man

Paper of Bernalillo County
and City of Albuquerque.
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SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
It seems
stomach.

Kit

forgot to pickle hi?

Pitcher Jacobsen gays he Is "tickled
to death" to get away from Washing-

ton, and Ih glad his new berth Is to be
President Morale, who fled from the capital city when he found his
with St. Louis.
own cabinet conspiring against him.
Roosevelt said of Morales: "An able
preaident at last," and it is believed that the United States will support the
will
AJ
Kaufman
John Willie and
tatter.
fight 20 rounds at San KranclHco on
per
February 2d. The men will get 60
cent of the gate receipts.
pitchers,
Cincinnati will try out
but not too long, as a number of the
men look hopeless as far as major
league company is concerned.

WANTEt
lean tags.

a

Tioqulia

The Citizen olllce.
Two dining room gills a
WA.NTliD
the Columbus hotel.
Geatlemen s secoud-hanWANTED
clothing. No. 515 South First street
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
FOR RENT
F)R"rbnT Furnished roomfof light
housekeeping. 616 West Coal ave
nue,
i
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for
housekeeping. 524 West Railroad
avenue.
FOR RENT 3, 4 and
housef;
new and modern. W. H. McMillton,
Real Estate Dealer, 211 West Gold
avenue.
-f
FOR- RENT 'NewTy- urnTsheanrooms7
bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
preferred. Garcia bldg., 504 West
Hallroad avenue.
FOR RENT Fine large office room,
modern, steam heat, above Bank of
Commerce. Apply at Room 17, N.
i . Armtjo bldg
FOR RENT A piece of land and
adobe bouse, north of the
Lumber cempany. Inquire at Mrs.
Martinez's In old town.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished out
age flats, two and three rooms, $10
and $15 per month. Mrs. Norris,
524 John street, east end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Mrs. W. H. Reed,
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, has
eighteen newly furnished rooms In
the new building at 218& Gold
avenue, up stairs.
HELP WANTEt
MALE.
WANTED
Installment collector for
merchandise accounts; good salary
und expenses. Address Globe Com
nany, 723 Chestnut street, Phila.,
Pa.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE Jersey cow. at a bar
gain. Inquire 713 South Arno.
FOR SALE Thoroiignbrea fox terrier pup. 213 South First utreet.
SELL. RENT OR TRADE iJst your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
South Broadway.
FOR SALE Mahogany. Carpen patent Davenport. See W. J. Card well,
Cromwell block.
FOR SALE Trimmed hats at $1.00.
Mrs. Steward-Lamb- ,
No. 210 South
Second street.
FOR SALE OR TRADE A good business for city property. T. L. Mo- bpaddefc, 3QQ South Broadway.
FOR SALE A nice saddle pony; aJso,
second hand saddle. W. H.
real Estate Dealer, 211
West Gold avenue.
b'OK SALfa
A hanusome Hardman
piano, in fine condition and almost
new,, at a 'bargain. For particulars, call at this office.
you In
FOR SALE OR TRADE-A- re
terested In mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
me. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad
for-mer-

15

D

Hurry Call for Arnica jimmy Sheck-arIs sore because he has been traded
to Chicago and threatens to sign an
outlaw team. But, will he do it? Not
in 100 years.

--

d

Matty

Matthews, the
champion, will fight Gene
15 rounds before the Rlvervlew
A. C. at Cincinati, January 5th, for a
purse of 1250.
Bei-ena-

C

d

loot o as Application
faar

AN T KD

h

8

Speaking for himself, the other day.
"Yes, I
Rube Waddell remarked:
think I shall win the pennant next
Reason. The rheumatism has left my
arm and when I am In form they can't
beat me."

a

Cincinnati has dropped Pitcher Van
Ramon Caceras, vice president of
General Jiminez, leader of . one
Anda, heralded as the "Rube Waddell Santo
Domingo, and leader of the cab- party in the field In Santo Domingo.'
of Interior Ohio." There are enough
inet
plotters
against
He He has been president and wants to
Morales.
comedians in the major leagues and may
bedeclared president.
be again.
likewise a sufficiency of Rubes, so
Van will not bemtesed
Gus Kuhlln, who put in a claim for

the championship title, has retired to
a welcome obscurity since there lias
arisen a possibility that he might
have to fight O'Brien or Hart before
his claim would receive any consider- from the sporting world.

THE STORY OF SANTO DOMINGO
Area, 18,045 square miles.

I

a.bol-iHhe-

1
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$00,000

Capital and Surplus

Money
to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horse

H

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
montn to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
PROftSSIONAL

s
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

16
Extend

CARUS

EaaJk a5

teaw of

to Depositor every Proper Accommodation,
Account
Capital, $130,000.00.

Solicit

and

New

DENTISTS.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wnp. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

Dental 8urgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, oWr
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made !by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger. D. D. S,
OffiJce
avenue.
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8: 30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:?0
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 4K2. Alp
pointments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.

(

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

--

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

que, N. M. Office. First
Bank building.
E. W. Doba'

T.

Armijo

RY.

FE

Offlesn and Dtreciora.

JOGEVA 8. 1LATNOLD
FRANK''ukinui
McKEB

.....

H. F. RAYNOtiDS
V.

Albuqur

National

.

...
....

j
TVoe

7akt- -

.Aassstajat Castiiaf
V1.
. Dli stes

DEPOSITORT.

Aotbortsed Capital
PaM Up CapiUl, Surplus and Profits

,1,

.

building,

SANTA

ALBUQUERQUE, N. It,

Office CrotO
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
John H. Stingle.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSuite 16, N
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

&

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuqueru
ATTORNEY A
N. M. ProuiDt attention given to a
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice in all courts of the terri
tory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORN
32 F street
Washington,
N. W.,
D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.,
R. W. D. Bryan.

w-

-

llse.tOft.M

mtm

$36

,0004

k

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa F

Railway Oosapaay

Albuquerque

N. M.

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms
Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

0

46-4-

CONTRACTOR

I

The State National

AND BUILDER.

"OF

' i A. L. Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAO
AND
BUILDER Estimates are
TOR
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
PHYSICIANS.

1715
Spain transferred
island to
Population, 500,0011; language. Span-- ! French.
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Ith.
1801 French driven out by Tous-ftiin- t
That athletes are not Immune from
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Population, mixed race or white. In-- !
L'Ouverture.
"the whltp man's Scourge," is illusRoom 25, Whitins building, over
and African blood.
1S02 French
island.
trated in the case of lr. Wm. H. Mur- dian
Vann's drug store. Automatic
Slavery Introduced In 1502:
sent
French driven out by English
phy, former Yale captain and coach
telephone, 410.
way,
in 1822.
and entire island of Santo Domingo
and New York National I.oague shortChief cities, Santo Domingo, capi- given to Spanish.
DR. R".TTh U ST.
FOR SALE $25,000 ranch at a bar- stop. He is. in the Adirondack, said
1X22
Revolt succeeded and file two
gain; win take small property in
to be hopelessly ill with tuberculosis. tal, population, 20.0HO; Puerto pita,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
6,000; La Vega. ti.OiiO;
Santiago, island governments united
exchange.
Write, wire, phone or
under
Tuberculosis treated with High- President U.)jer of Haiti.
talk with F. - McSpadden, 303 Frequency
First Baseman Crr. who was re ,'"'; Sanniana, ,l,5oo.
Electrical Current and Ger- 1X44
Santo Domingo republic sepBouin uroauway.
leased by Cleveland to Cinclnati, mayj lerm of president and vice nresi- 1 reaimenis
given eacn nay
wear a Brooklyn uniform next season. dent (according to the constitution) arated from Haiti.
FOR SALE $700 will buy equity in miciae.
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. in. Trained nurse
lXrtl
nrst-cias- s
Domingo
Kelley's decision to remain with the lour years.
Santo
republic
on
residence
best
the
Both 'phones.
Congress, a sIhkIo house of twentv- - ceded by President Santana to Spain.
Queen City team leaves no place for
street in the city; will rent for $45 in attendance.
DR. J. D. NUSBAUM
18t;
Spaniards driven out.
Carr and as Brooklyn wants a first four members.
month; owner leaving town. F. L
State religion, Roman Catholic.
1S70 Treaty or cession to the Unibaseman a deal for him will probably
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
Municipal schools, ao; pupils, 3,000; ted States rejected by the Araorican
be made.
OR SALE A flr.t-ciasThroat and Lungs.
newspapers,
8.
senate.
0
shotgun; bran new Rooms 14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Debt, $32,000,000 gold; annual rev
New York fight fans will make an
18K6
General
Heureaux;
discs
never
has been used; one of tn
Hours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
effort to have a law passed by the enues, about $2,Otio,0O0.
elected president.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of Telephone:
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
legislature permitting limited round
Products, sugar, rum. cacao, tobac.
1899
by
Heureaux assassinated
nee
for particulars.
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
engagements, under police surveil- co, coffee, tropical fruits, fine woods. Ramon Caceras.
FOR SALE Hotel, European plan;
1492
lance, the saw s are held in Illinois.
Island discovered bv Coliim- 1899
to 1905 Presidents Figuero.
20 rooms, newly furnished In new Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Bat for the greediness of faking pro- bus.
Jiminez, Vasquez, Wos y Gil aoid Morbuilding; best location id city; a
and Throat.
149C Santo Domingo city founded. ales.
moter It would not have been necesfine business
proposition. Reason Occulist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
sary to go to all this trouble In the
West Railroad
for selling, poor health. Address, lines. Office, 313
Empire state.
avenue.
F. J., this office.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
Either Amos Rusle., the once famous
p. m.
BU8INESS EXCHANGE.
pitcher, is getting back into his
TO EXCHANGE Good improved city
C. H. CONNOR, M. D., D. O.
form, or he hae a most energetic
press agent. At M uncle, Ind., where
property for vacant lots. T. L. Mc- Osteopathic physician and surgeon
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
be Is working out In the gymnasium,
. Spadden. 300 South Broadway,
All
successfully
diseases
it is said he appear a good m new
TO EXCHANGE I have some ranches pathy.
nd that be has all of his wonderful
to trade for city property. T. L. treated. Office In Barnett building
peed and can still put over that miz
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
Mcspadden, 300 South Broadway.
zling curved ball that made him a ter
McSPADDEN
The exchange man. phones. Sundays by appointment
ror to batsmen.
See him for business exchanges.
ASSAYERS.
n
300 South Broadway.
How m successful pugilist's fortune
CORBET & COLLINS.
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
does grow. It would appoar from the
For property at Los Cerrlllos? Cost Civil and Mining Engineers. United
latest press reports that Philadelphia
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
$1,250; trading
price, one-hal-f
of
Jack O'Brien Is one of the heaviest
ASSAYERS
cost. A snap, if you can use the East
property owners tn the city of Brotherside of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
property. Don't be afraid to talk
ly Love. Besides owning Fairmount
with me. T. L. McSpadden. 300 South
LAND MATTERS.
Park, the Broad street station, IndeBroadway.
pendence Hall, the Hotel Walton and
H. W. S. Otero.
the Public IJbrary, he it said to be
United States Court Commissioner,
negotiating for the purchase of the
703 West Silver avenue.
Will attend
WILLING HELPERS.
county court house and the Schuylkill
to matters before the land office.
What's the use of a helper, if
river.
he Isn't willing? Willingness Ii
CITY UNDERTAKER.
an ample mantle which will al- - s
It's the man behind who generally
'
Colo, fioi 116.
most cover all the sins of serv- - e Auto, 'phi.il," 3lfi.
rets the money. Take the case of
V Ice.
A. BORDERS,
But a classified advertise-Fred Beell, the wonderfully developed
.
City Undertaker.
nieiit in The Evening Citizen is a
wrestler from Marshfield. Wis. He
"
signed
willing helper that is not only
Commercial Club Buildlni?.
Black
contract to wrestle for Har-vey Parlier for $50 a week, that salary
absolutely competent, but also is
and white hearse, $5.
f
a willing worker. It works all a
to bs paid fclm whether be engaged In
MERCHANT TAILORING
any matches or not. Beell bas been
the time for you. It is the best
'" and most economical publicity In
kept busy with matches, and as he bas
won all of them bis manager bas
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
the world.
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMleaned up several thousand dollars
t
t
tn the past few months.
BINI, PROPRIETOR
COMING "EVENTS
M. R. Williams, superintendent
My merchant tailoring tvuu Is up
of
bridges and buildings on the New Mex
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave4
January
Kiltlo's band.
Ico division of tb Bants Fe, came tn
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
January 6 Moving Pictures.
last night from Las Vegas and will
the public. All work guaranteed first
10
8,
9,
Geo. Samuels' AJanuary
remain several days on company
class, as I have bad fifteen years' ex
ttractions.
business.
perleoce la the business. Suits made
January 11 Fablo Romaine.
to order. Clotles cleaned, pressed and
Jenuary 12 "Shadows on the Hearth"' repaired.
The specific I use will not
January 13 "Old Cross Roads."
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
January la West's Minstrels.
also cleaned and walking skirt made,
(This picture shows Mr. Rockbenes, who, having mad a large collecJanuary 20 Murray and Mack.
to order. Give me a IrlaL
tion of slmoleons through his presidency of the stone trust, deserts the wit
January 23 "Hooligan's Troubles."
O. BAMBINI.
of his bosom and his children and ma kes off with tha nrattiaat chorus oirl
January 29, 30 Geo. Samuels' Ao
at the By Jove Theater.)
ttractions.
Beats th Music Cure.
about Ooffe by a
change
January 31 "Ole Oleson."
"To keep the body in tune," wrKos
Mrs. Ben Brown, 20 Lafayette Place,
Justice Craig was busy with several
nrvMtt, ITnltiH Ktatfla
Vrt'il VnrnnH
"I take Dr.
MEN AND WOMEN, Poughkeermie, N. Y
civil cases of minor importance this marslial, left last evenkig for Demlng,
King's New Life Pills. They ere the
hi I to faj.
a
alucfcariiM.UilaiiimtuuBlk
I
morning, among them being
M,,r,,
r In where ho ulll iiU rit a nstulv
IrrilKlioaa or ulcrsiwu most reliable and pleasant laxative
smug- Stomach.
have
for
the
found."
which all parties coucerne WflJy. Mex- number of Chinamen who were
AND BETTER FEELINGS.
'
raiDiaH, sua not utrln. Liver and Bowels.
into ints ountry irora Mexico,
Guarantee by all
icans. Alter a vain eiiieavor tft make kmi
and are locknl up in the IXmlng Jail.
Read "The Road to Wellville"
druggists.
25c.
aaia
a7
ir.acuta.
toe Mexicans "savvy- KnulUh A,JK8t Deputy Fornoff will take the celestials
in pkgs.
O.a.4. Jft i f ' "" ,D
O
'War,
ponement of the case
vl hf aiprMt, praKaid,
l
tMkoVintll to San Francisco, where they will be
fur
i.
Subscribe for The Citizen and set
an jnierprvier coukj b
e norma
O
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BANK MSTI TU TJO MS

Montezuma Ttxxst
.

Carrier, 60c per month

UTirtlitif Iitti

thouid be working for rout
would gladly lend you moneyt
sculJ like to hoy your horse?
would buy an Interest In your business?
would buy that lot of groundt
who would buy your old blcycleT

who
wh5
wha
who
who

with names and addresses
of people who are
'Neccessary to Your Prosperity'

TIM

Mr W Mil. ana rar ta aaraMa......
.
kr MIL pa month
w Mil. an rar

I

Citizen Want Ads. Furnish you

Uya

City in4 Cety Clrtnlatlt.
LarrMl Now Mmlca Ctmiltle.
Cimilitlaa.
ll'gMl NtrtHtnt

tarfart

11

3,

NUARV

WEDNESDAY,

Bank

ALBUQUERQUE

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

in,(I).n

n..n..,IWMM(

tew

We have

ad a very satisfactory growth sines
If you are not one of our customers,
an opportunity to show yoa ur superior fsellltiea.
of oor bank.

O. N. MARRON,

President.
J. & HDRNDON. Oasbler.

atabUsvmat
ilk

kowM

D. A. WePHERSOX, Ye
ITisilin i
ROY McDONALD, Aaeianaat

0
r--

Jfil

6--

I-

double-bar-rele-

old-tim- e

.

CHASING THE ACTOR1NE
IN THE STONE AGE

rtuttttttif (tin

0

"OLD KFLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED 1879

L. B.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocer!
in tha Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

Morning
and
Evening

ALBTjQTJERUK.

K. U.

G

That's the best point about
gas it's always ready aud ii
always produces the result
-- real

heat

It is especially

so of the

too

GAS HEATER

-

t
t

tt

t

The...

Albuquerqu:
This i uesinUcd
cmily
for quick results. It pro
duces them with the turn of
a tap and the striking of a
match. Clean and conven
ven lent. Costs very .little
All sizes. Try one.

t

THE
TRUTH

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

13.
RIGHT

aWstafSJStNslfcseSSa1

At Consistent Prices

Gas.

7

Electric
Light &
Power Co.

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK OP OQMMgRCt

203 W. Railroad

At.

10-U-

POSTUM

Bt

tr5

ecurd

V

....

r

?r.

T.
MA TIVK
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

C.

13ALDRIDGK

AND CHiCAOO LUMBER

BUILDING
PAINT
PAPER
Always
s
Covers more, looks best, wears
tocU
Pl't"'- Corneal.
longest, most economics!, full
Paint. Glass. Said Doors, mt
FIRST STREET A NO COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

m"re.

S

t

i

WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

3,

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEK

1906.

'

Money makes th' mare
go an' th.' automobeel
makes 'em
both
run
away.

ALBUQUERQUE REAL ESTATE EXCHANGE

3

MOST ANYTHING

PAGE THREE.

Contractors will begin tomorrow to grade and improve the
unsold lots in the EASTERN ADDITION HIGHLANDS

The itory that Scutty, the miner,
was deal, Is untrue. All there was to
it was that Scotty discharged 'his
press flient.
The water

over

i

FROM THE MARKET UNTIL FEBRUARY

1st

new leaf.

Pennsylvania
A miners' union in
has Jeclded to give Nick and Alice
load of hard coal. What rich grange
will follow this up with a dozen
88T
..
(When Andrew Carnegie Is In his
New York home he is awakened every
morning by the strains of "Lead,
Kindly Light," played, on an organ.
At

WITHDRAWN

LOTS

ALL

wagon committee will
books to its passenwho wish may turn

iistrllute blank
gers o that all

the Perea Addition advanced 025 per lot

All lots in

plays "Silent

night foe organist

Night.
News Item.)
Bob Fltxslnimons Is following the

Carnegie custom of awakening to
music.
An Italian organ grinder
stands under Bob's window every
morning and plays "If You Ain't Got
No
Needn't Come
Money,
You
'Round."
Tom Lawson's brass band now
serves as an alarm clock. At 4 o'clock
every morning the band plays, "I
Know Not What Awaits" and "They're
After Me." In the evening It plays
Hot Time."
John D. Rockefeller's friends think
Carnegie's music scheme a splendid
one and intend to send n orchestra
to his home every morning to awaken
him. The orchestra will play "Teasing" and "Knocking, Knocking."
The suggestion oX a music teacher
In Milwaukee that music will cure
graft has been taken up by the citizens of Cincinnati, who will send an
orchestra to camp on Geo. B. Cox's
doorstep.

i'

Boiling

It

Down.

Space will not permit us to mention the names of tnose in this section that took in the excursion to Fremont last Tuesday, but we will Just
say that everybody went that thought
they could leave home all day. Cecil
(O.) Cyclone.

(Look oust for a big Reafl Estate mover
Bpemt this yeas' ira RlhuwuiQirqiui
I

BIG PROFITS WILL BE MADE. IN UMIRfJPRO VED CITY LOTS

No, Willie.
Jimmie Hazen Hyde
pimply left for France. He isn't taking
French leave.

"I've a notion to go back and punch
that fellow's face. Did you notice
how he crowded me into the gutter?

He acted as though he owned the

OFFICE:
105 S. 2nd Street

street."

"I'm not so sure that he doesn't.
He's president of both the gas and
street railway companies."

SURETY iMWIESTR'JIEMT
are not the warmest quarters In the

HORSES DYING

BAR ASSOCIATION

.

--

The climate of New Mexico is undoubtedly the healthiest In the world
for Invalids but I cannot say the same
with regard to horses," said Dr. M.
H. Deacon, a veterinary surgeon, at
the Claire hotel, Santa Fe, Monday
night. Dr. Deacon cares for the sick
horses of the Grant Construction company, working on the Belen cut-of- f,
now In camp at Willard. He passed
through Santa Fe en route to Willard
from Denver, where he spent the hol.
,
idays.
"Horses suffer more from pneumonia in this climate than anywhere
I have ever bc?n. particularly in construction camps. Last month our outfit lost sixteen head from this disease
and not a day passes that we do not
have from two to three animals suffering from this ailment. You see the
horses are worked steadily all day, until they perspire freely. Then at night,
they are placed in tent stables which

A Modern Miracle.
"Truly miraculous seemed the recovery of Mrs. Mollie Holt of this
place," writes J. O. R. Hooper, Woodford, Tenn., "she was so wasted by
coughing up puss from her lungs.
Doctors declared her end so near that
the family had watched by her bedside forty-eigh- t
hours; when, at my
urgent request Dr. King's New Discovery was given her, with the astonA New York manager is threatened ishing
result that Improvement began,
with a chorus girl strike. My, but and continued until she finally comthe managers and the steel trust men pletely recovered, and is a healthy
have a lot of trouble with their chorus woman today." Guaranteed cure for
girls.
coughs and colds. 60c and $ 1.00 at all
druggists. Trial bottle free.
"He Is one of the most unconventional men I ever knew.'
Try a Citizen want ad.
"Yes, you know he's been a political:
boss so long he's prejudiced against
anything conventional."

I

Joeh Wins In Politics.
"I'm goin' int' politics,' announced
losa Wise In the Most Anything man's
office this morning.
"Shame, shjufie, Joh," was the only
foniment his declaration met with.
"Oh, that's all right," said Josh. 'l
Know Just how you feel an' I know
whut th' rest uv my friends 11 think,
but I don't think I'll lose th' respect
uv th' public Jest because I'm ambitious. Certainly there ain't nothin'
wrong In a man seekln' t' be honored
by th citizens uv his country, 'specially when he's almin' high."
"Then you're aiming high?"
"You bet I am. I'm a candidate fer
president uv th' United States.'
"But jou can't be elected.'
"That don't make no diffrunce."
"Why, you can't even get a nomination."
' "That don't make no diffrunce,
neither."
"What put this thing Into your
head?"
"Well," replied Josh, his olee very
xerious, bift his eves twinkling, 'when
I read th't County Commissioner Bill
Wrick wux goln' t' run fer congress I
couldn't see why I shouldn't run fer
president.'
And the old man walked out chuckling.

WEDDING BELLS RANG OUT
THE OLD AND IN THE NEW
On New A'ear's night, at The Cottage, No. 313 New York avenue, the

wedding of J. rt. wear ana miss Aaa
Deering was golnienized, the nuptial
kupt being tied by Rev. E. E. Crawford of the Christian church. A wedding luncheon wa served at the conclusion ot the impressive ceremony,
left
after whloh Mr. and Mrs. Wear Mexon a bridal trip to the City of
ico. Both were the recipients of many
handsome and useful presents. They
will make their future home In this
city. The bride la a well known young
lady, and the groom Is an employe of
the Jacob Korber carnage works here,
where be is in charge of the carriage
alBting, In connection with the nupW. Abbott celetial, Mr. and Mr. J.wedding
brated thelf fiftieth

GRANT
CONSTRUCTION OUTFIT
LOSES
ON
BELEN CUT-OFFROM PNEUMANY ANIMALS
MONIA.
F

A Graveyard Picnic.
John Baer, his wife, brother Henry,
Ms t erg and Willis Loskart and U. B.
Lockart and Those York attended the
graveyard cleaning and singing at
Gage, Saturday. There was dinner on
the grounds and ye writer and U. B.
Lockart did Justice to the many good
things there were to eat. Sequachee
Tenn.) News.

How to Exercise the
Bowels

Your Intestines are lined inside with
millions of little suckers, that draw the
Nutrition out of food as it passes them.
But, if the food passes too slowly, It
decays before it gels through. Then the
Hltle suckers draw Poison from it instead
of Nutrition.
This Poisoji makes a Gas that Injures
your system more than the food should
have nourished it.
You see, the food Is Nourishment or
Poison, Just according to how long it stays
in transit.
J.

They do not waste any precious fluid of
the Bowels, as Cathartics do.
They do not relax the Intestines by
greasing them inside like Casto. Oil or
Glycerine.
They simply stimulate the Bowel
Muscles to do their work naturally, comfortably, and nutritiously.
And, the Exercise these Bowel Muscles
are thus forced to take, makes them
stronger for the future. Just a3 Exercise
makes your arm stronger.
JS

iV

m

to, AnJTmV
The usual remedy for
this delayed passage (called
Constipation) is to take a
big dose of Castor Oil.
This merely make slippery the passage
for unloading the current cargo.
It does not help the Cause of delay a
trifle.
more
It does slacken the
than ever,, and thus weakens them for
their next task.
Another remedy Is to take a strong
Cathartic, like Salts, Calomel. Jalap, Phosphate of Sodium, Aperient Wa'.er, or any
of these mixed.
What does the Cathartlo do?
It merely flushes-ou- t
the Bowels with a
waste of Digestive Juice, set flowing Into
the Intestines through the tiny suckers.
Bowel-Muscl-

But, the Digestive Juice we waste in
doing this today is needed for tomorrow's
natural Digestion. We cannot afford to
.'.
JoielL
That's why Caacarets are the onlv safe

medicine for the bowels.

Cascarets are as safe to
use constantly as they are
pleasant to take.
They are purposely put up like candy,
so you must eat them slowly and let them
go down gradually with the saliva, which
is in itself, a fine, natural Digestive.
They are put up purposely In thin, flat,
Ena.nel boxes, so they
can be carried In a man's vest pocket, or
in a woman's purse, all the time, without
bulk or trouble.
Price 10c a box at all druggists.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by ihe Sterling Remedy Company and never sold in bulk. Every tablet
stamped "CCC."
rou..d-cornere- d
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FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small
Holding
Claim No. 661.)
"Although every effort Is made to
shield the animals by blanketing them Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
yet they catch cold, JuBt like persons.
Dec. 28, 1905.
Our stable men soon find them groanNotice is hereby given that the folloing with their agony and their labored
claimant has filed nobreathing can be plainly heard at wing-named
some distance.
The treatment for tice of his Intention to make final
pneumonia in the case of a horse Is proof in support of his claim under
much the same as for a person sim- sections 16 and 17 of the act of. March
ilarly affected. I give them warming 3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
fluids, and the men pack them with the act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
warm blankets, stones, And hot Irons 470), and that said proof will be made
until their circulation becomes better. before the U. S. Court Commissioner
day
As soon as we can relieve the lungs, at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th
so as to make breathing easier, the of February, 1906, viz:. Pedro Galle-go- s
y Gonzales, for the small holding
danger is past. The main thing is to
beglnw ork quickly and keep at It. claim No. 661 in Sees. 3, 10 and 11,
But Inspite of our efforts many horses T. 6 N.. It. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
die each winter. Mules are hardier
and stand the work better but even to prove his actual continuous adverse
they succumb to the cold If not cared possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
for carefully."
the township, viz:
"Do the horses contract tuberculoJose Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N.
sis?" he was asked.
The doctor laughed, as he replied: M.; Francisco Torres, of Tome, in. M.;
"Well, I have never heard of a Manuel Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Berhorse being sent to New Mexico for nardo Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
lung trouble. No, not yet."
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reaA CONTEMPTIBLE
CRIME
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
CONSTIPATION IS MORE DEBAS proof should not be allowed will be
given au opportunity at the
ING THAN THEFT.
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim. By Dr.
Ella K. Dearborn.
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
Constipation Is a crime more con- of that submitted by claimant.
temptible, debasing and contaminMANUEL R. OTERO. Register.
ating than theft, and should be class
among
ed
the unpardonable sins.
One Minute Couich Cure contains not
Nature Is an exact bookkeeper, and an atom of any harmful drug, and It
neglect
for alimentary indiscretions
has been curing Cougs, Colds, Croup
and abuse, squares accounts by con- and Whooping Cough so long that It
polBon
of
stipation, and with a
ink
has proven ltjtelf to bo a tried and
your own manufacture, writes so that true Incnd to tne many wno use it,
your
all may read your crime in
Sold by all druggists.
muddy complexion, dull eyes, head
weary
legs,
ache, backache,
lack of McDOUGAL MUST HAVE
ambition, and pessimistic moods.
HAD THE
. I shouldn't bo surprised if all pes
Knorked down on one of our public
simists are constipated.
street corners at 7 p. m., in the glare
You may rail at fate for a clubof the electric light, dragged noarly
cross-eyes,
foot or
but for constipatwo blocks, then slashed with a knife,
tion thank yourself and turn hermit, cut up and down, and crosswise, beatfor you are no longer fit to miugle en until bis arm was broken, and robwith wholesome people.
bed of $UM, was, the story Mr.
The four principal causes of contold two hours later on our
stipation are:
First, laziness; sec- streets, after he had been "sewed up"
ond, neglect; third, improper food; and hail his arm dressed. Mr.
fourth, laziness!
is a recent acqiiisii ion to our
The remedy is common sense and town, and was in charge of the Singer
no catht rtlcs.
Sewing Machine company''! store. He
The proper food is vegetables and swore" out a warrant against John Doe,
fruits and few or no condiments. and the sheriff and his force were out
Avoid mushes and all kinds of con- all t bt: remainder of t'ae nignt In
centrated or predial st ed foods and se in h of the holdups. He claimed to
eat coarse foods tlmr must be chewed. have received the money alove menDo not be afraid oi overworking your tioned about 5 o'clock the same even-inn- ,
teeth and saliurv glands.
by registered let'tr.
Form habits of regularity, morning
Further investigation proved that
and evening, ami again I say avoid no physician in Deming had attended
cathartics, and trust to nature.
Mr. McDougal, that no registered let-l- i
No one Is worthy of self respect
r had been delivered to him at the
who Is not conscious of alimentary postofflce.
A
ioser investigation
righteousness and intestinal integrity. whn the sheriff stripped him reveal-e.- t
Silks and broadcloths may cover a
n.
wounds, no broken arm, no
multitude of constipated mortals, but m:iiing tail the raw hide of a man
it cannot make them respectable.
that ui to date had been overlooked
Is your body the temple of your liv the fool killer. If McDougal should
soul? Then clean house and give s'ial a meetln' house he would leave
your soul a decent dwelling place.
the steeple hticking out of his pocket.
He hfs been arrested for perjury, and
May Live 100 Years.
Doming Headlight.
The chance for living a full cen- is no in
tury ar excellent In the rase of Mrs.
Half the World Wonders
Jennie Duncan of Haynosville, Me. how the other half lives. Tboe who
now 70 years old. She WTitea: "ElecArnica Salve never
Hucklen'
tric Bitters cured rny of chronic dy- ue
onder if It will cure Cuts, Wounds,
spepsia of 20 years' standing, ami iturns, Sores and all Skin Eruptkms:
made me fuel as well and stnjng as a they know it will. Mrs. Grant Shy,
young girl."
Electric Bitters cure 1130 E. Reynolds street, Springfield,
Stomach and Liver Disease. Blood 111., says; "I regard It one of the abdisorders. General Debility 'a'ld bodily solute necessities of housekeeping.".
weakness. Sold ou a guarantee at all Guaranteed by all druggists, 25c.
druggets. Pric only 60c. .
YOUR HOUSES FOR
NUMBER
o
Subscribe for The Citizen and get TWENTY FIVE CENTS. SEE HUDth news
SON, THE PAINTER.
MOTICE

world.

FROM PNLUMONIA

SPECIAL MEETING WAS HELD
"Say, paw. What's a figure of
TODAY FOR THOSE WHO ARE
speech? '
AT SANTA FE.
"When your mother tells me, Willie,
that her Christmas bills amount to
The Bar Association of New Mexenly $50, and as a matter of fact
they're $250, she uses a figure of ico held a special meeting at Santa
Fe this morning to secure the expresspeech.
sion of opinion of the members who
"Judge" Hamilton says there are are in Santa Fe and who are not able
as many honest men in the average to remain over to the regular meetlegislature as in any other body. How ing next Monday. The meeting this
the "Judge" ever met them Is a mys- morning was held in the Bupreme
tery.
court chambers at 10 o'clock.
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RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:55
a. in., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4 Chicago Limited, arrives 11:69
p. m., departs 12.09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p-- m., departs
7:46 p. m.
No. 10, Ch.cago Fast Mail, arrives
6:60 a. m., departs 7:90 a. m.
Westbound.
No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
p. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
11:10 a. ni., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
No. 9, Fast Mall, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
p. m.

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 5 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From 8outh.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:59
a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

Albuquerque.
No. 1 runs direct
No. 7 runs direct
No. 3 runs direct
San Francisco.
All trains dally.
T.

east of

to Los .Angeles.
to San Francisco.
to Los Angeles and

D. SELLERS

Agent

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1076.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N.
M.. Dec. 29, 1905.
ki hereby

Notice

given that the folloclaimant has filed no
tice of his Intention to' make flual
proof in support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by tne act of February 21, 1893, (27
stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before U. 8. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.. on the
8th day of February, 1906, Vis:
Trinidad Jaramillo y Maxwell, for the.
Small Holding Claim No. 1076, in
Sees. 9 and 10, T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following wKnessas
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract tor
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, via:
Leopoldo Jaramillo, of Tome, N. M.;
Pedro Gallegos, of Tome, N. M.; Jose
Aragon y Bernal, of Tome, N. M.;
Manuel Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires' to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reason
against the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
e
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence In rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
wing-named

E. PURDY, Agent.

Beaven.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding Claim No. 655.) ..
Department of the Interior, United
Office, Santa Fe, N.
States

KILLTsr COUCH

M.. Dec. 29, 1905.

CURE the LUNGS

Notice Is hereby given that the fol-- I
lowlng-nameclaimant has filed no-- 1
tlce of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended:
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
bo made before U. S. Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.. on the
8th day of February,
1906, Vis:
Romulo Arason y Raca, agent of Teresa Baca y Garcia de Aragon, for the
Small Holding Claim No. 655, Sec. 25,
T. 7 N R. 2 E., and Sec 30, T, 7 N.,

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

rONSUMPTION
0UCH8 and
iOLOS

Pries
50c &$ 1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Uuickost Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or

Km

cross-examin-

Miss Luella Abell arrived In the city
from her home In Pueblo last evening.
to be the guest of her uncle, J. S.

and

D.

MON1 BACK.

H. 3 E.

He name.s the following witnesses
his actual continuous ad-- I
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Rafael Gurule, of Peralta, N. M :
Antonio Jose Aragon, of Valencia, N.
M.: Oregorlo Aragon. of Valencia, N.
M.: Francisco Aragon y Haca, of
Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows of any substantial reaaoa
aualnst the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
'proof shoull not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and ptac to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
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Soothing and Comforting.
The HoothiuK and comforting effects
of IV'WItt's Witch Hazel Salve, whea
studied to Piles, cuts, boils. ec, sub-dupain almost instantly. This Salve
draws out the-- inflammation, reduces
swelling and acts as a rubefacient,
thus circulating thi blood through the
diseased parts, permitting or aiding
Nature to permanently remove the
trouble eotlrely. Sold by all drug- es
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Prosperity
New Mexico's government
through

so
Published Bt the seat of
many successive years, the New Mexican has facilities
tor the gathering of statistics concerning the territory,
Krom
which no other paper can nt all approximate.
the New Year's Ifsue of that paper. The Citizen quotes
the following:
"From every section of New Mexico new comes of
continued prosperity, of the arrival of Immigrants, of the
settling of the public domain, of satisfactory conditions
of live stock and of Increasing conditions o"f prosperity
This news, and It Is reliuble, indiand advancement.
cates one fact, and that Is that the administration which
the people of this territory have enjoyed for the past
These facts speHk
eight years was of the right kind.
for themselves.
"After a careful examination and based upon Infor
mation from nearly every section In the territory, the
New Mexican believes that It Is a conservative estimate
to announce that New Mexico has gained 100,000 people
The Indications
alnce the census taken In June, 1900.
re that this gratifying Increase will continue for some
time to come. Every Industry of the territory has done
well In 1905 and has a good outlook for 1906.
It Is
"The territory is growing in every direction.
estimated by reliable authorities that at the least about
500 miles of new railways will be constructed within
the borders of the Sunshine territory during the present
calendar year. New towns are being brought into existence with astonishing rapidity and they are growing at
a gratifying rate. New banks and mercantile establishAt the least, the
ments are the order of the day.
United States reclamation service will expend half a
million dollars and very likely double that amount on
irrigation systems under Its charge in New Mexico (luring the current year.
The people have enjoyed honest
administration, of public affairs in the territory and in
Thtre may be a county or two wticrein
the counties.
officials and financial matters have pot been conducted
exactly as they should have been, but that can be ascribed much more to carelessness and inefficiency ..an
dishonesty.
Take it a.,
to corruption or down-rigin all, there is every reason to believe that the year imth,
acts of Providence and of nature excepted, will prove
another record breaker for growth and prosperity in the
annals of this territory."
ht

The Milling Goat

Secretary Wilson of the department of agriculture,
believing that the milking . goat, which has been neglected in America, should: be Introduced, has Imported
sixty-eigsuch goats from' Malta and sent them to the
government experiment station in Connecticut, where
their adaptlbllity to American conditions will bo tested.
According to Youths' Companion, goat's milk is said
to resemble human milk more than any other, and Is
therefore good for young children and for invalids. Mr.
Wilson recommends the milk goat for people who cannot keep a cow. Goats' milk is generally used in Europe.
In Italy the milkman drives his goats through the streets
of the town and up the stairs of the lodging houses, and
at the door draws the lodger's supply of milk direct from
4he animal.
It is not probable that American
will adopt this custom.
The janitors of apartment houses might object, and we should soon see n
rental advertisements the announcement that babies,
dogs, goals and kids are uot allowed in the liuckminster
.
Court apurtments.
The Encyclopedia Britaunlca quotes the remark
that "few persons are, perhaps, aware of the gentleness
and playfulness of the female goat, how very cleanly are
Its habits, how readily it accommodates itself to any
r.
It is evident that
situation in which It Is placed.''
Wilson w ill have little difficulty In acclimating his Malta
goats.
It toiay 'not be so easy to persuade the American
town dweller of the usefulness of this interesting and
quadruped. .Hut there is no reason why
the people of New Mexico should not take interest in
this experiment, for in this territory the animal Itself,
its skin and its flesh are already highly appreciated.
ht

goat-farme-

much-malign-
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Preparations for the Western Live Stock Show are
progressing very rapidly and there is no question but thai
it will be one of the biggest successes ever recorded in
stock show history.
Entries are coming in rapidly and
the capaCfty of the stock yards will doubtless be taxed
to the full. The Western T,ive Stock Show means a
great deal to, the industry t in the west. it will stimulate breeders and' ranchmen to the production of a better class ef atock and greatly encourage the finishing
of western bred stock in this western country.
The
practice of sending feeders to the corn belt to be finished, then shipped to the river markets or Chicago, and
finally sent back to us as drtjssed meat, sends too much
profit out of the country.
It is being demonstrated that
western bred stock, fiuished on western raised feed, is
superior to anything else in the world, and the packers
are planning to buy and kill this stock in Denver, and
distribute the meat from there.
, Petroleum has formed of late yeurs a very important
factor In the exportation of the United S'ates.
Prior
to 1903 it was the largest single Item in the statement of
exports of manufactures, but in that year copper for the
llrtt time exceeded petroleum lu the value of exports.
Thie total value of all classes of Iron and steel manufactures exported of course exceeds by far the total of petro-letlibut no single Item in the group entitled iron and
steel manufactures Is as large as the refined mineral oil
exported.
The total value of iron and at eel manufactures of all classes exported In the decade ending with
1905 was $943,886,511; of reflued- mineral oil, $6z,313,-76and copper and manufactures thereof, $441,878,552,
while the next largest Item is .leather, $272,534,5H2, and
cotton manufactures, $259,136,044.
n,

-

2,

Bringing to a focus the preparatory work of the pant
six months, the forest service Is sending out question
cards to secure statistics of forest products.
The returns will be worked up into a report, which will give
by states, regions, and species the cut and shipments of
lumber, uhlngles, laths, cooperage stock, ties, poijts, and
poles during the year; the stock on hand at the close of
the year; and also the amount of wood used in the various industries for which wood furnishes thy raw mate
rial, uud the value of the products.
Circular letter to
manufacturers accompany the cards, explaining their
use and object.
1

Estanciu News:
That the Estancla valley i destined to become a valley of homes in the very uear
future, Is proven many times over by the large number
of prospctors who come from all points of the compass,
to "spy out the land," and having come, having soon, go
forward to conquer, by filing on the land and preparing
to bring in their families. Of the party of Iowuns hero
last week, nineteen out of the twenty-on- e
filed on claims
before leaving the valley.
The party has returned to
Iowa to prepare for the removal of their families and belongings to the "I.aud ol Sunshine."
' KrOm

1905.

WITH A GOOD HARVEST IN THE
FALL, THE TOP FIGURES FOR

diagrams prepared by the Bureau of Forestry,
of which The Citizen has received a copy, by differently
colored block built into a pyramid, the fact is made to
appear that of the stockmen of New Mexico much the
largest number are engaged in cattle mining alone.
Next come those who combine cattle and horses. These
are followed in order by the exclusive sheep men; the
combined cattle, sheep and horso men; combined cut tie
men; combined sheep and horse men; and
last of al the exclusive goat men.

1905

TO BE SUR-
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We've Got Too Many Overcoats for This
of the Year and We Are Going to Sell them

PASSED.
Sea-so- n
Sharp Rise in Hides.
1903
has
been
G.
year
Shedd,
by
By
one
characterized
John
The
of the
suongest markets In the history of the hide trade. President Chicago Commercial Asso- elation.
l"rlces have steadily advanced and at present are well
maintained at the highest level that has ever been reachThe era of li6 In a fir.ins climax
ed in a generation.
The bull market really started Inst to the grown Industrial conditions
year and its beginning dated from the strike In the beef f tne last seven y tin. (Jro,v:h h.is
packing establishments during the summer of 1904 and not been limited to i narrow channel
war that was refponslhie for the It has been in Chicago market! by a
the Russian-Japanelarge exportatlons of leather to Japan.
The great gratifying extension in every durahut It has also extended to all
strength of the market has not been confined to this tion,
parts of the country.
country alone, as values throughout Europe have ruled
Perhaps the greatest benefactors
fully as high, If not higher than here.
If yoa need an Ove rcoat now, or if yott expect to nted one pgxt
The cattle rais- an well as beneficiaries have been the
ing Industry has not kept pace with the Increase in agricultural dis'rlets, w.iiri produce
season, or the season after, here is your opportunii y
population, and a falling off in the consumption of beef wheat, corn and cotton, ."ho unparalhas caused a scarcity of hides in a yenr like the present leled prosperity of thCij sections hti3
when general prosperity creates more than the usual been shared by the ra'. roads.
While the enhancement of "very
demand for leather.
1-Another cause for the increased
4
In Chicago during 1905 Is
demand for hides Is that in recent years leather has come Interest
precedent, the present Indiwithout
into great favor for upholstering fine furniture as well cations are that the first half of 1906
as for mural decorations.
Automobile manufacturers will eclipse 1905 as greatly as 1905
also use large quantities of leather and numerous other did the preceding year.
causes for Increasing the demand for hides do not augThe bank cbarlneg of Chicago
show a balance bcyoid the $10,0i0,- ment the supply.
Silver Bullion.
As prices of almost all products rose considerably
during the past year. It Is not surprising to find strength
in silver, although It is not generally considered in the
Development of new terricategory of commodities.
tory, such as the Philippines, provides a larger coinage
Inquiry, and production has not been pushed as vigorously as would he the case were there assurance that
Hut the most
current quotations would be maintained.
One
Imixirtant element is the commercial absorption.
of the leading lines in the recent unprecedented Christmas trade was silverware, and normal output of Hie factories lias been enlarged materially to keep puce with the
requirements.
No part of this strength was due to dej0
JOHN G. SHEOO.
mand from the far east, shlpnietits'from London falling
9
i.
mii.i.il
Even h melody making piano will loie patience if rongklv
although
C
year,
previous
2,500,000
of
the
short
about
(itiii.oiio mark. The increase in saving 0
year
190".
since
China bought more freely than in nny
deposits have kept pace with the In
handled, but w'th ordinary usage, any of these instrument wHI
Prices wero well maintained throughout the year, the crease in general business, and tl- has been
weakest spots appearing iu the spring, as usual, lAindon shows the distribution
last a lifetime the Checkering Bros., Bush & Lane, Starr. Rich
quotations then being 25.44 pence and New York 55 cents among the wage earners as well as
employers.
with
per ounce.
mond, Victor and Ellington. They're made to wear as well a?
Front that time the price rose almost
Local steel and Iron works have
steadily until the top was reached at 80.31 und ti" 8
lOOfi. The
delivery
for
Into
order
far
to give forth n "concourse of sweet sound-.ThCBo are the highest quotations in nine
respectively.
Thcy'Te
eye
or
and distributors
years, although It Is interesting to note that prior to manufacturers
re kept equally
farming machinery
pleasing, loo. As we sell them, even the buyer's purse emlles.
1S96 such figures would have been considered very low. J busy.
I
I
in
am
belief
warranted
the
Stringency.
think
Financial
Remember, we buy f.ir cash that Is why we can please yoa
those who prophesied the year
After a long period of abnormally easy money mar- that
year
19n5
the
would
of
be
the
banner
See us before you buy.
kets the closing months of 1905 brought an advance m decade will lie agreeably disappointed,
This as a good harvest in the fall of 1906
rates that closely approached serious stringency.
was the more remarkable because it was not uccompanied will cause all records to surpass the
'
i
I
by any vigorous inquiry in connection with Wall street top figures of 1905. However, this
speculation.
Nor did the government absorb funds, view does not take into large account
although the closing months of the year brought a mu- - the isissibllity of financial complicalerial reduction In the deficit by an ulmost constant ex tions which may grow out Of European financial operations.
Established in 1900.
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
206 wST GOLD AVENUE.
cess of receipts, but for the fiscal year thus far the balance has been adverse to the extent of about JH.t'i.
January Interest payments were anticipated, and Pau-jM- FAREWELL DINNER TO
canal disbursements provided a special source of
TWO YOUNG LADIES
Although the gold in treasury
federal expenditure.
OOOCCOOOCOOCXIOCODCOOOCKX
vaults rose to more than at any earlier date It was not
Twenty-fivcovers will be laid tobeing Issued night at 7:30. in the banquet room of
DON'T TRUST TO LUCK
withdrawn from circulation, certificates
against the major portion.
Neither had large exports of Zeigler's Cafe for a farewell dinner
In the hope that you'll pick tip a good
gold anything to do with the tightening money market, to Miss Mildred Fox, who leaves toonly
cigar here or there. Oct hold of a
i
us neavy as in morrow for Spokane, Wash., and Miss
cigar you know to be good one that
total shipments being less than one-ha- lf
tomorrow
Schuster,
who
exleaves
Krtna
everyliody who is a judge knows to he
the preceding year, while the net balance on both
in
a
weeks'
to
friends
visit
for
three
a tiptopper:
Smoke the White Lily
ports ami imports of gold showed a gain of $2,388,540 for
SATURDAY
Philadelphia. '
and other brands will concern yoji no
eleven months, while In 1904 there was a loss of $26,241,-9o-to
have
Issued
Invitations
been
lenger. That's a cigar to stick to and
JANUARY...
Toward the close of the year foreign Influences twenty-fivfriends of the young
the price won't "stick" you. Despite
became most prominent in the New York money market, ladies, and the banquet room has been
it's excellence, the White Lily sells
European funds being loaned to the extent of $150,000,000, tastefully decorated for the occasion,
for only 3 :nts the one. $2.00 the box
INTERNATIONAL
according to some estimates by experts in the foreign the Immense dining table being deccf fifty.
exchange market.
Later it became somewhat difficult orated to represent a lake surroundgreen,
by
OT.
verdure.
to renew these maturing obligations, and the situation ed
Both young ladies are well known
is still affected by the element of uncertainty as to liow
AVENUE
11314 WEST RAILROAD
For the members of Albuquerque's social set,
much of this money Is due foreign bankers.
daughcharming
being
ooocxooococxxxx
former
the
the
reported
years
banks
In
first time
the associated
several
ter of H. E. Fox, the jeweler, who has
a deficit, loans having established a phenomenally high disposed
of bis business in this city
Yet the and will move to Spokane, while Miss
record without a corresponding gain in cash.
total resources of the national banks, and also all such Schuster is the daughter of Mr. and
FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
fiduciary institutions, now stand ut the top point iu the Mrs. Max Schuster.
country's history, and the persistent strength of rates
The last named young lady, Miss
The
finest flour Is an absolute
LIFE MOTION PICTURES.
can only be attributed to the expanding needs of a Schuster, wjll return to Albuquerque
essential, especially for cake
at the end of three weeks, at which
steadily growing volume of business. '
fire departSee the Albuquerque
The "Empreu"
and pastry.
time she is to be united in marriage ment, run, the great Spanish bull fight,
brand Is a flour that never yet
to a well Known merchant of Phila the fire bug, great mine disaster, wonsurpassed
In any parhas been
delphia, who will return with her for derful automobile trip, the Russian
ticular, its flavor is One and
the wedding.
revolution at Odessa, etc., Russia and
delicate, it has fine body, and
Japanese war scenes. Fifty up to
full of those nutritions qualiPOT0FFICE BUSINESS
subjects.
date comic
ties so desirable to a family
i

THEY GO AT ONCE IF PRICES
WILL FORCE THEM OUT
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OFF ON ALL HEAVY OVERCOATS

M. MAN DELL

FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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bottomless Pit of
Gambling in Futures
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ASSUMES NORMAL

SHAPE

Prices
10c.

w

"Once a man, twice a child."
The. adage is illusTaylor of Mintrated In the life story of
nesota and much besides.
His
When he was six weeks old his mother died.
father died when the boy was six years old.
Thrown
with strangers, young Taylor had a hard struggle to
make his way in the world.
He succeeded, and In middle life was a prosperous farmer.
About this time the
"granger" movement was at its height.
Ho joined the
movement, engaged in politics and became prominent.
He wus elected governor.
His rugged honesty and
shrewd good sense made him popular. Ho secured many
reforms and is the father of Wisconsin's railroad commission for the regulation of railroad rates. - Having
fought the corporations bo hard they would not let him
be governor again.
Taylor then retired to bis farm,
which he made a model and enjoyed a few years of prosperity.
Then one day some one whispered to him, "lluy
wheat."
He began to speculate on the Chicago board of
trade.
He won and lost alternately.
Ho neglected his
farm to stay in town and watch the markets.
His bauk
account dwindled. Ilia stock disappeared.
Finally his
farm was sold.
The money was used for margins in
the hope that bo might get Lack his own.
Every dolur
was lost.
And now this man, once so honored and
respected, Is old anil a pauper. His friends have raise
Hie money to send him to the Old People's Home, where
he will die, penniless. Taylor Is in his second child-hid and as alone and as poor as when he began his life.
A whispered suggestion ruined him.
Some one has said that the Chicago wheat pit is
only a few leet across, hut is as deep us hell.
Once in
the toils of the market margin broker, nothing will stop
the victim of this sort of gambling.
He will sacrifice
property, friends, family, everything.
He watches
turn of fortune's wheel with the sure hope of him who
never despairs; and though he loses steadily he is hopeful until his last dollar has gone Into the hopper and
he can bog or borrow no more.
ot

Girl He Left Behind.
There Is a public library in Baltimore that bus a regulation by which any member wanting a particular book
which Is uot "in" can, by paying a small sum, secure
the next turn; and, upon the. book's coming in, the librarian sends him a notification.
In this connection, an attache of the library tells
of an amusing Incident.
A member desired a copy of
a novel entitled "The Girl He Left Behind Him."
The
book not being In, he made the customary deposit, anu,
iu due course, received a notification.
This the member's wife received to ber alarm at Brat for It read us
follows:
"Mr. Blank Is informed that 'The Girl He Left Behind Him' Id now In the library, and will bo kept for
him till Friday morning et."sUCCes8 Maga.lne.

The holiday rush at the postofflce
ind Post
master Hopkins and his staff of hust
ling assistants are accordingly happy.
Owing to i lie systematic manner In
which the business was handled at
transfer points Ibis year, the Christmas business was cleaned up much
quicker than usual end before New
Year's Day arrived such matter h.l
ceased to arrive.
Postmaster Hopkins is In every way
pleased over the. manner in which his
force worked, the cumbersome pouches
being emptied and filled In amazingly
rapid style, and with practically the
every-dastaff of employes.

ticket.

flour.

Children,

25c, 33c and 50c.

Indies free with each

"""
mTberier"
West Copper Avenue.
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is now a thing' of the past

ELKS' THEATRE
Thursday Eve,
JANUARY.

THE

4th

Kilties Band

COURT

IX
Probate court was continued this
mornine- hv .lurieo Jesus Romero. In
OF CANADA
the matter of the claim of (J. itiulnr- acca vs. tlie Estate of Paula C de
Jladaracca, in the sum or JibH.fd,
Assisted by the famous
which was presented, the court
until Monduv morning
the
.CLAN JOHNSTONE TROUPE
at 10 o'clock, alter argument by the
of Pipers and Dancers.
counsel for and agirinst the approval
The musical event of the season.
of said account. The administratrix
was cited to appear Monday morning
I'ricHK
rtir, 7,,c and $1. Scats on
with her witnesses.
Hearing in the final report of A. fcale at Matson's Wednesday, Jant
Simpler, administrator for the Estate at'.v .1, at y o'clock.
of X. C Dennett, deceased, was con
FROZEN
tinued until February 6th.
WATER
The bond of P. Armijo y Otero,
PIPES FIXE3 IN FIVE
of the Estate of Margar- MINUTES BY THE NEW METHOD.
ita M. de Otero, was approved.
ELECTRICITY.
NO FIRE, DIRT,
SMOKE, OR DIGGING. THE SOUTHCONWESTERN ELECTRIC
LIESE WILL DIE FROM
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PROEUTE

con-tinue-

LOW PRICES
EASY PAYMENTS
FURNITURE,

Hay mare, mark
on
front
shoulder.
One horse, four white feet

"in

& Co.

so

Bad Weather

C

HAVE YOU A TELEiiitests
PHONE IN YOUR HOME! Enable
vou to order groceries; call the physl
clan; perform social duties, etc Rate
from five cents pei day up
Let- n
tell you about It.

left,

The Colorado Telephone Co.

6.

One horse, brandinl X on right
j
shoulder.
One horse branded S ou left hind
'
'eg.
One horse, star face and four white,
feet.
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POUND SALE.

this afternoon,

b Win 4

STOVES

RANGES

Borradaile

COMPANY,
STRUCTION
No. 218
STAB WOUNDS IN HEAD SOUTH SECOND STREET.
AUTOMATIC PHONE 455.
report from the local hospital,

states that Marcus
Llese, who was stabbed In the back
of the head by a man named Thomas
Maxwell, at Tlioreau, recently, will
die. Liese is slowly sinking and all
hopes have been abandoned of his recovery.
Maxwell, who it is said did tho cutting, eseaped shortly after the altercation with Licse. and still has his lib
erty. Ho wilbe charged with murder
upon
death.

CROCKERY,
AND

.

A

t

Wholesale Agent

Engagement

These will be sold at auction at the,
Pitcher Naah Sign With Wichita.
city hall Thursday morning at M
'
"Jack" Nusli, the most consistent o'clock.
and successful base ball pitcher Las
THOMAS MeVILl.KX.
Vegas ever employed, and who since
City Marshal.
the season was over, has been working
i
In the local postofflce, has signed a
FROZEN
profitable contract for next mason WATER PIPEC FIXED IN FIVE,
with the Wichita, Kan., team, the MINUTES BY THE NEW METHOD,;
pennant winners of the Western Asso- ELECTRICITY.. NO FIRE, DIRT,
Running
Risk.
U is claimed that Socorro leads the couutie of the
Mrs. Ijams How are. jou getting along with your ciation, eaya the Optie. Charlie Hath-bur- SMOKE, OR DIGGING. THE SOUTHa already gone to Denver, WESTERN ELECTRIC
CON-- I
territory in mineral production and that one of ber mines, uew kitehi-- girl?
A
,
where he will try out with the West- STRUCTION
COMPANY,
me tirapuic. snipped last year zinc to the value of
No. 219!
Mrs. l'pmore 8b! ' gb might hear you.'; This Is he ern
League team for third baseman as SOUTH SECOND STRSET. AUTO
ii.uoeuw.
afternoon iu! Chicago Trlhium.
v
"0on '?
rfori.
MT'C PMON
and-shee-

JAfIARY

WEDNESDAY,

OVERCOAT SALE

BREAK RECORDS
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Wholtsilt turn; mil Clir
Exclusive Agent for Yellowttone and O. P. C. WbUkiea. Moot A
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Loul A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. achllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owner and dltrlbotor
of the Alavarado WhUVey.
Write for our Jllustrattd CMalofoe and
Price List. Automatic Telephone. 199
salesroom, 111 South flnt
Street, Albuquerque, New M ex too.
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The Equitable I,lfe Assurance So
of New York, through its Albuquerque agent, Walter 8. Itowcn,
involved in a peck vt trouble over several life Insurance policies Issued to
natives of this city.
About a year ago the company In;
sured, among others, Pranclseo
Giisencla Iloblero, Teodoclo Garcia, Frednco Arngon,
Adolph C.
Chaves, Nester Sahcdia and Manuel C.
y Padllla residents of Albuquerque.
The policies were for $1,000 each, on
which the premiums of $33.52 waB due
August 6th last.
When the policies were written, It
appears from
allegations of Mr.
Howen, that the above meutloued parties claimed to be Vlthout the necessary money with which to pay the
tendered
premiums,
Instead
and
their notes. The company thereupon
gave the parties receipts. August 6th
arrived, but the Insurance company
failed to gel any remittance and actions against the delinquents were
started in Justice of the Peace Craig's
court, a few days ago. The natives
were summoned before this magistrate. When asked if tliey had not
signed their names to notes guaranteeing1 the payment of the insurance
premiums, practically all of the men
answered no. The notes were proand with one or
duced by Mr. How-etwo exceptions they were acknowledged by the natives as theirs, but
none would voluteer to confess that
theyi knew what It all meant when
tney'Bigned the paper. They wanted
to square Jie litigation' by turning
over their policies but the company
failed to see what financial good this
would do them after assuming the
risk they did for the year past in case
any of the Insured had died.
Mr.
flowen Insisted upon the payment of
the premiums.
As most of the natives admitted
their signatures judgment will be
granted the. company l?y the court unless the defendants can prove any
fraud in connection .with the notes
and the Issuing of the policies. "We
would have iteen obliged to pay your
families $1,000 had you died during
year," Mr. Bowen explained,
the
through n Interpreter, to one native.
He mumbled something to the effect
that in signing the note he thought
that if he did not pay it. some one
else would.
Those who deny signing the notes
will have an opportunity tomorrow
morning of proving their claim in this
respect, at which time the plaintiff
will have 'witnesses present to substantiate their side of the case.

fifty

Secured a Crook
Following a Hot Chase
Last Evening.
G. Davis

1

Bar-Res-

n

FELLOW

EVENTUALLY

AND

it would seem that the police have
not yet succeeded In locating the
rooming house thief who Is operating'
In such bold fashion in Albuquerque,
or else there are several of these In-'

dlviduals following this nefarious occupation.
O. G. Davis, the tailor, captured one.
of these marauders last evening. In
his room In a South First street Iodg-- '
ing house, but the fellow broke away
from the proprietor, who guarded him;
temporarily, and made his escape,
Mr. Davis had retired for the ntgni,'
when he discerned in the darkened
room a person moving about. It was
evident to Mr. Davis, that the thief,
for such he proved to be. was in search
of his trousers, but as the tall.ir had
the precaution to place them beneath ills pillow, the miscreant turned
his attention to the snowy white bed
spread. As he pulled it from the bed
and started away, Mr. Davis Jumped
up and took after him, and finally
clutched Mr. Thler by the collar, bringing him to a stop. He turned the follow over to the proprietor while he
returned to his room to dress, but the
culprit broke away from his guard,
during the absence of Mr. Davis, and
made his escape. A search was Instituted for him, but with no success.
KELLY TELLS

HARRY

HOW

TO MAKE CACTUS CANDY

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
BRANCHES OF GROSS, KELLY 4.
CO. CONTEND FOR
'BUFFALO
BOTH CLAIM
MOST
HEAD"
BUSINESS.
"Donofrlo's Crystallzed Cactus

Can-

dy, nature's pure f ,od," is the product
of a new Industry recently started at
Phoenix, Ariz., growing out of experiments made with what is known as

the citrus tree cactus.
Harry W. Kelly, of Gross, Kelly &
Co., of Las Vegas, Is introducing the
product in New Mexico and is finding
a largo demand for it. The firm disposed of 500 pounds at las Vegas
during the Christmas season, and the
reporter for The Evening Citizen can
testify that those of Albuquerque
with a tooth for sweetmeats, missed
a treat as a result of it not being introduced here,
Mr. Kelly made The Citizen a pres-of a box containing sixteen crystallzed squares.
Each square was
neatly wrapped in waxed paper, and
was ot a very delicious flavor. It. is
as good as It is novel.
In explaining how the candy was
made, Mr. Relly said: "This Donofrio
Is tho original disoooverer of the cactus candy and has a large factory
down at Phoenix turning out tons of
it. The cactus used Is the tree kind
found largely In the deserts of Arizona and California, and some few
are found in southern New Mexico.
The stickers are trimmed from the
stalk, then it. Is cut open lengtnwise,
exhibiting a pretty white pulp heart.
This pulp is sliced into thin strips and
run through a crimping machine,
which creases it in squares. From
the crimpingmachine, the cactus pulp
passes into a vat of boiling syrup,
where it is crystallzed, prior to going
to the cooling room. After it cools,
you find the pulp transformed into the
finest, and purest kind of candy. It
Is then broken at the places where It
was marked by the crimping mapachine and wrapped in
per."
"It's line candy and promises to be
a great industry," concluded Mr.
the-waxe-

Fur the past six months the
& Scbioss Cigar company has
been glviug away tickets with each
purchase made at its store. These
tickets contained numbers, which were
the part of a lotrery for prizes to be
given away nt the end of the year.
The numbers were drawn last night
with the following results, prizes included:
1.
Hemington double-barreleshotgun, worth $40 goes to
number 41,609.
2. Gentleman's
e
bicycle,
worth $30 69,220.
3. Sole leather dress suit case, worth
$123,679.
Fine meerschaum pipe, worth $1
Koth-enbe-

d,

ham-merl-

AN ALVARAD0

LOBBY STORY

rg

es

The opportune arrival of an officer
probably prevented a tragedy In the
police court, find BlllsliorotiRh
was
taken away to jail. The cells of the
county prison, together with the dormitory ami ciilinnry departments, did
not strike Hillsborough as favorably
as did similar surroundings at the
Indian ncmml. and he noon repented
of his defiance to a court order, and
decided to furnish the required $2.ri).
This wan done a few days ago, anil
his release followed.
EAGLES INSTALL OFFICERS

ESCAPED

John B. Harper, miperiutendent of
Irrigation.
Pueblo Indians of
New Mexico and Arizona, was in the
city between trains ,. this morning
while tnroute to Santa Ke. Mr. Harper has been engaged tne past two
years In building a reservoir for the
Zuni Indians, which will be completed
this year.- This reservoir Is built with
a capacity to irrigate 16,000 acres of
land.
J
Mr. Harper was very cold when he
alighted from the train, and when
asked for an interview about bis Irrigation projects, could talk of nothing but the weather.
"Of all the unmitigated fakirs, the
newspapers of New Mexico and Arizona are the worst, w hen it comes to
pulling up this Italian climate. I've
been in the Dakota, and many other
places of the frigid north, but I never
saw it as cold as it is here. Why
don't you tell the truth about this
country. I've been here five years
and every winter has been just one
degree colder than the other."
After warming himself up over the
weather. Mr. Harper boarded train Kelly.
Mr. Kelly and C. C. Flobblus, treasNo. 2 to continue his journey, apparurer of Cross, Kelly & Co., came dowli
ently very much relieved.
from I.aa Vegas last evening to contend with George Arnot, local manaR0THENBERG AND SCHL0SS
ger of tho company, for the company s
CIGAR RAFFLE CLOSES "buffalo head." The Las Vegas bouse
has always contended that it did the
most business, which Mr. Arnot deNUMBER3 WERE DRAWN
LAST nies, claiming the most business for
the local house.
NIGHT, WITH THE FOLLOWING
RESULT.
for-the.

... OUR GREAT. ..

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

mm&walSal

IN GOOD SHAPE

Professor Clark Gives Out
' Interview Concerning
. Conditions.

IS IN FULL SWING

i

nt

JOHN B. HARPER DOESN'T
LIKE NEW MEXICO WEATHER

TIME TO READ YOUR

AFTER YOUR DAY'S WORK IS DONE, OF COURSE

PAPER?

Took Out Insurance Policies
TAILOR CAPTURED
Giving Their Notes For
Payment.
THE SNEAK THIEF

'

It happened In the lobby of

the

An easterner had been deidlng
the west and Its climate. "I,ook at
the snow and ice," he said; "look at
the natives, how skinny and shriveled
up they appear; look how fut and
"
hearty I am; look
"What
makes you so fat and
hearty?" asked tho
meek-lookin-

g

GIVE A BANQUET

Albuquerque Aerie. No. ltiii. last
night, in their lodge room, held their
Installation ceremonies, after which a
banquet was served to those present.
The Fraternal Order of Kagles Is fast
coming to the front In Albuquerque,
at almost every meeting new candidates being Initiated.
Following are the names of the new
officers Installed at last night's meeting, together with ttiHr offices:
Henry Wesierfield. worthv president.
J. J. Sheridan, worthy vlco president.
.1
W. Harnes. worthy chaplain.
William E. Grimmer, worthy secretary.
Frank Klrster. worthy treasurer.
W .B. Moore, worthy conductor.
John F. Pearce, worthy physician.
William Glnesner. inside guard.
Percy Hawicy, outside guard.
Jacob Galnsley, John Zltiutt and
John Ciiueo, trustees.
RECEPTION

TO

JUSTICE

AND MRS. W. H. POPE

Special to Thfc Citizen:
Santa Fe. Jan. 3. On Friday evening a reception will be tendered to
Associate Justice W. H. Pope and his
bride. They are expected to arrive
tomorrow and the reception will take
place at the McFle residence, as It
will be tendered to the recently niar-rie- fl
Judge and wife bv Associate Justice and Mrs. John R. McFie. The
chief justice, associate Justices, visiting; and local attorneys,
with their
wives, will be present to receive Judge
ami Mrs. Pope, who have been on a
visit to the principal cities of Mexico,
and should rep eh here some time
Thursday. ..
R0DEY
RETURNS

FROM SANTA FE

has
from the Capital City where
he spent a part of yesterday looking
after joint' statehood matters.
"On my way back home." said Mr.
Rodey ,"I met Charles A. Spless, of
Im Vegas, who has just returned from
Washington. He declares that the
outlook for the passage of the bill was
never brighter, and that ita opponents
are on the run."
Mr. Rodey' further stated that the
bill would In all probability come up
In the house some day between now
and the end of the week.
B. S. Rodey

REASONS .WHY

ed

COAL HAS

ADVANCED IN PRICE

OPERATORS HAVE BEEN
SHIPPING TO CALIFORNIA MARKET, WHERE IT BROUGHT MORE

MINE

MONEY.

Consumers of domestic coal have
been forcibly reminded sime the fl rate
of the month came around, by their
coal bills, th'at the price has been raised from $5.r0 to $6.00 per ton. and in
their anxiety to learn the reason for
the unusual advance, a number of
them applied to The Evening Citizen
for an explanation. Now, The Citizen
In turn, took the troubles of the people to the coal man, who, agreeable
person that he Is, when the weather
is cold and fuel Is in great demand,
politely produced the informat'on desired.
"It is just like this." said a voire
over the 'phone, from the Cerrillos
yards. "We learned early In December, when coal first, became scarce,
that one reason for the scarcity was
that the operators were shipping the
most of their commercial coal to California, where the market offered moro
money than our contracts called fo.',
and we Immediately set about to dJ
something to overcome the balance In
favor of the California market over Albuquerque. The operators could not
be blamed for sending their coal where
it would bring the most money, and
the only thing that we could do was
to meet the California price. This we
began doing on the 13th of December,
and since that time we have been
charging $ti a ton for the soft coal."
"However," continued the voice,
"this price will be in vogue during the
winter months only. No advance has
been made In the price of hard coal."

PILS

OF

ISf

GRADE

BARRED

In reference to the Htateuients that
have been made In the past lew days
that there was no room for any more
pupils In the public schools, a repre
sentatlve of The E.ening Citizen cabled upon Professor Clark today, who
gave out the following interview:
"Yesterday and today, pupils have
been enrolled in the pubiic schools
In all grades except the first primer
grade. Kentucky, 'Tennessee, Texas,
Ohio, Michigan,
Illinois, California,
and other states have lost to us in
t bo
Many families are
enrollment.
moving into our city and entering
their young people In the public
schools. Although all rooms are full
to overflowing, mere Is always room
for additional pupils in any grade except the first. Tables and chairs have
been brought Into commission in a
large number of rooms. In so'mecases
seven of eight pupils are Boated about
tables.
"The board of educalioriha8 decided
to not admit beginning pupils to llrst
grades at this time, because their enrollment would mean '..e organization
of new classes and ihls cannot be
done advisedly under the present conrooms, overdition of
crowded daily programs, and no additional rooms in which to place the two
hundred little people who would enter
at this time if permitted to do so.
"This condition U In no way compromising to the board of education,
to the public schools, or to the city in
general. On the contrary, the condition plainly evinces the rapid substantial growth of our city, and is therefore complimentary.
"Tho decision to not admit begiu-ner- s
at this time works no hardship
to anyone. The nge at which children
are. admitted to our public scIiooIb is
Any pupil who was too
si xyears.
young to be admitted lust September
will be placed at no disadvantage if
he must wait until next September
before entering.
School men who
have carefully investigated this matter have concluded that the minimum
age at which pupils may be admitted
to the regular first grade work should
not be placed below seven years. If,
however, the public schools have a
kindergarten department, the minimum age for admission should be below seven years. Pupils who enter
school at Ave or six years of age are
not found five or six years later to
be In any way in advance of Uiokj
who did not enter' until they were
seven or eight years old. The work
of the fourth year of the curriculum
of the public schools as it. hu,s been
established In the standard schools of
our land presupposes the power of
Judgment to a fair degree. The ability
to reason and form judgments comes
through experiences.
Little people
who enter school at five years of age,
find themselves
on entering
the
fourth grade not sufficiently" well
equipped with tho power needed; this
Is the grade of failures.
"If any criticism is to be justly offered on the decision of the board of
education to not admit beginners at
this time It Is that the board has ren- -'
dered a real Service to the lltle people
and those moet Interested in them."
Prof. Clark further stated that the
conditions existing at the different
ward schools in Albuquerque was better today than ever before In the city's
history.
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PROSPEROUS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR
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our line, at prices that are fair and
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Special Prices
On the Following

.
$12 Refrigerators
$3,75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea 8ets
40c China Salad Bowl

TaT

A

Tt- -

.

SOUTH SECOND STREBT.

U

f

T

0
ft
11

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M,

OlOOK)tCOsOCC

$9

H. H. BRiGGS &CO.,

Stove.. ..$0.75

$6
5o
20

Decorated Haviland China, at
per cent discount
..25c
75o Glass Berry Sets
20c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$15
13.25
4.60 Decorated Lamps
5
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40e
50c Steam Egg Poachers
912.50 Buggy Harness
t100

PROGRESSIVE DRUGGISTS
Proprietor
First

........

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD

VRT

TtTI A

Offer to supply you with anything In

ALVARADO

9L and Gold Ars.

-

Roderick Stover, Pres.

PHARMACY

-

Bert Moe,

.

Bota Phone

A. D Coleman.

t.

THE
Electric and

Southwestern

....

8ecT.

Construction Co.

AVE.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
Electrical Supplies.
Repair Work a Specialty.
THE CELEBRATED

Fixtures and Wiring. Telegraph, Telephone and Fire Alarm
tems; Laboratory Tests and Experiments; Transmission and

O. TP. O.
WHISKEY

CARRIAGE WITH WOMEN

Traction

DIMMER,
GUILTY
PARTY,
TO JAIL FOR THIRTY
DAYS IN CONSEQUENCE.

SysEloc-tri-

o

Electric Pumping Plants Installed.

Lines;

Electrical

Phone Your

Troubles

to

Us

OPEN EVENINGS
Telephone:
Automatic, 465.

Bottled Is Bond.

EMIL

216 South Second SL
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX

SENT

At about 5:30 o'clock, yesterday

where: to puste

well
Santa F"e Restaurant

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
DlstlUaT,
FRANKFORT, KT.

af-

'

'

REGULAR MEALS, 26 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. 8UNTAGG, Proprietor.

MELINI & EAKIN
Sola Afsnta.

Albuqyrqum, N.

lit.

Automatic Phone,

CARPET

STEAM

'.M.

1

CLEANING

' MISSION FURNITURE

I

J

1

THORNTON Th Clmmnmr
He la the
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, pack- - a
iui; and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and la no upstart at
the business. There Is no oth- er Just Thornton. That's all. 4
'
H'Mh 'phones.

0. W.

N

latest Designs Just Received, from

SHOP OF THE GRAFTERS

V

Ladies' Desks and Chairs, Customers' Plate Racks, Book Racks, Hat 5
Racks, Hall Trees, IJbiary and" rarlor Stand Tables, Medicine Cab- - Y
y
Inets and Rockers.

c

The McBrian Furniture Go,

Strong's Sons '

1

sSTRO.VO BLOCK.

g

Toilet Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Gunther's

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

"

First

Get

0 MANY PATRONS

ternoon, a ripple of excitement was
caused at the corner of Railroad avenue and Second street, by the unusual notions yf a drunken man, Einll
Dimmer by name. Dimmer, while In
a buoyant mood, produced from a
large quantity of liquor Imbibed,
dashed inty the street, and climbed
Into a .carriage
containing some
women.
The man tried to force himself onto the seat between the terribly frightened ladies, and would no
doubt have succeeded had not the cries
for help from the fair occuiants drew
a number of men to their aid, who
ELECTRICITY
pulled Dimmer out of the rig and
WILLTHAW YOUR FROZEN WATER caused Ills arrest.
J
PIPES IN FIVE MINUTES. WE ARE
In police court Dltrnitr was found 4
FULLY
FOR
PREPARED
THE guilty, and sentenced to serve thirty
WORK.
SOUTHWESTERN ELECdays In jail or pay a fine of t3He
COMTRIC 4 CONSTRUCTION
chose the latter.

Lowney's

Urs

Possible and

0
g

Oraifttn:

Albuquerque

UNDERTAKERS
Falrtlew
Superintendents
Ssr'a Harbara Cemeteries.

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

rr

as

t

I

'

Early

Gome

IN

4- -

1

och reduction will soon be followed by the
WORK,of
task
of
preparation, am January 15 mutt find us housed In the new store,tryina
308 and 310 Wnt
avenue, juit across from our present location.
To make the transfer of the stock safe and easy, from the present to
atore. we
are compelled to reduce our stock, regardless of consequence. All profit blown tothe new
the wind.'

THLB'iG

over-crowd-

"Climate, my dear sir; climate," replied the man from the east.
Later the conversation turned to PANY, No. 216 SOUTH
SECOND
mountains,
STREET. AUTOMATIC PHONE 455. TRACTION CARS WERE
"Now, In the east," went on the
KNOCKED OUT AWHILE.
man from Boston, "we have railroads
9,229.
A man of 68, who has been In the
The traveling public was inconveni'. A complete tool chest, worth $7.f,0 to carry us to the top of the moun- employ of the American Lumber com1S.B17.
tains" Then, pointing to where the pany for nine months, and has at- enced somewhat, yesterday, as a re.
Muntel clock, worth $7.5072,0.14. Sanilla mountain
be seen tended the Firft M. K. church for as sult of two cars being placed out of
could
7.
Box of El Sldelo clear Havana cithrough the window, he asked, In a long, wants to clean offices. His mail commission that are regularly used
gars, worth $5 43,072.
voice of scorn: "Now, how on earth Is delivered at his room,
No. J4U8 on the traction line. The snapping
X.
of a bolt on which (be trolley moves
Safety razor set, worth $4 39,710. would anyliody be able to get up that Mountain Road.
sent one car to the repair hiiop, and
9. Briar pipe, worth $1894.
thing?"
10
Fine leather cigar case, worth
'Climate, my dear Mr; climb it,' re-- ' James E. l.eamard was seized yes- the piecing of a new set of wheels
$:t
1.827.
Allniqucrq-- j terday with a severe hemorrhage from on another, left but two cars to care
toned the
the nose. A physician was summoned for the public, three being ordinarily
quean.
And the easterner Invited hem into: and tho flow of blood checked with in use. By 2 o'clock in the afterPOLICE COURT
difficulty. A message to The Evening noon all repairs had been made and
the buffet.
CilUeu this afiernoou states that Mr. the regular schedule was again folHarry Danford, Gust Horsey. John STAY
I.earuard is much better.
lowed. ,
IN
COUNTY
JAIL
Martz, John Ryan, Frank Williams,
James Howard, Frank Carter and Joe
COOLED BILLSBOROUGH
Hoovey were arraigned in police court
before Judge Crawford this morning,
HEAD CARPENTER AT
on the vagrancy charge. All told hard ASSISTANT
INDIA
NSCHOOL
DID
NOT
luck stories, laying particular emRELISH HIS CONFINEMENT.
j
phasis on the part which referred to
IN
their diligent seaivh for something to
Readers of The Evening Citizen
do and the bad luck whlc'n attended will remembfr the arrest of Robert
their efforts. Frank Williams. J a me Hillsborough, assistant nead carpenHoward and Joe Hoovey were sent up ter t the Albuquerque Indian school,
for five days each, but the others about the middle of December, for
v?e
were discharged. Hoovey Is a boy not threatening to kill Superintendent J.
yet out of his teens, whose parents K Allen and Head Carpenter Huron
,
live iu Santa Ft-- and who has a bad !Jek Sampslll for alleged Jealousy of
record in police circles. It belujj said Sampslll and anger toward Allen.
that he is an iuveter&ie sneak thief. Judge Crawford told Hillsborough
He only recently served a term in the tnat he would have to furnish a bond
county jail for stealing a bicycle. Gust In the sum of lUaO to keep the peace,
Horsey suid be .worked in the Zuni which the defendant. In a great rage
tpotr refused to do. saying he ..would rot .Id
niii i ii t a i a f i r a
J. H. O'RIELIY CO,
Barnett BBHding
' and for his
from November 19 i 1AM ffriif ' A tisitft w'c . a""o
time oe
on
rushed
BunipklH,
oy
januury
who
rwum
lo
i
drew a knife.
high-grad-
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leaves Albuquerque every Monday
and Krlday at 6 a. m. Fur
particulars, address W. L. Trimble & q
Co., ascitis, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
rl

Machine Works

P. MALL, rrorfrtor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Col u meg and Iron Front for
Buildings.
mmpmlru on Mlnln
4 mill Maehlnry m 0mellty
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albnqoerqa. M. U

St.. Both Pboars.

the United States mail;
only Hue with a change of stock' en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;

Caniei

Foundry and
m.

ARMIJO

4

Auto Phone 601.

EVENING;

FAIR

CO.

121 N.

Third Street
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nalaee. where tht czar nd family are now living.
Esituated to Peternof, from which pa.ac. th. ruler could qu.cK.y flee the country.
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furniture and Fixtums
Due from Other Banks
IWl on Hand

3.--

Capital Stock Paid in

911,710 20
21.600 00
5.000 00
392,RN 70
S6.3E9

58

ll.417.K5

4H

Officers urn Directors:

er opiKrtunitIes for research work.
for the nasi five years lias been In
churo of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Before that time nr.
Prltchctt vas superintendent of tho
United Slates coast survey.
Tho offices of tho Carneulo Found
ation nro to he located at Fifth ave- uue and 45th street. The hoard of
trustees Includes the presidents of
practically all of the large unlver- -
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Lcn.
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increase in IVposits from 1896 to dale of 812 per cent.

FOR PUBLICATION.

tsmuli lloldihs Claim No. 569 )
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa re, in. wi.,

OPERA

ELKS

Dec. 28, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given

that the fol
claimant has filed notice of bis Intention to make final
proof In support of bis claim under
sections 16 and 17 of tho act of March
3, 1881 (26 Stats., 854), as amended Dy
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof win he niaae
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of February, 1906, viz: Jesus Garcia,
for the Small Holding Claim o. otn.
In Sees. 24, 25 and 26, T. 7 N., R. 2 E.
H names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverie
possession ot said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey jit
;
the townshlnp, vl:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, n. m.; Juan Apodaca of Valencia, N. M-- ; Silvorin Martlne. of Valencia. N. M. ,
Gregorlo Apodaca, of Valeucia, N. M.
Any person who aesires to proiesi
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed win oe
given an opportunity at the ahove- 'nentloned time and place to
the" witnessed of
and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of tnat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lowing-name-

DK. H. S. PRITCHKTT.

--

4

The czar '
palace at Peterhof Is on the Gulf of Finland, w here a Germon torpedo boat is In readiness to convey the czar and his family to safety in the event of it becoming necessary for them to leave the
country.
I

CONSULS ARE BEST
PAID WHERE LEAST NEEDED'

REFORM

29
1.818,787
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Statement as lo Deposits:
January,
January,
January.
January.
January.
January.
January.

PresiiiMit

Stbickler,

ISO.COO

Surplus and Profit
Deposits

Having ample resources, conservative management, and a representative Board of Directors, and beind oimppoi with unexcelled
facilities for the transaction of the various branches of legitimate banking, THE BANK OF COMMERCE solicits the accounts of
banks, promising the utmost liliemlity of treatment consistent with prudent
corporations, firms, and Individuals as well as
business methods. Correspondence i invited.
."
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a Holiday)

LIABILITKS:
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An

:

belli

1906,

KISOURCIS;

Hvnry S.
!r.
York, Jan.
PritclH-tt- ,
who hiii acrcpK'd Hit- - presi
t.anu-Kiln,iW0,(Hii)
dency of tlx- Foundation, wlilrh Is dt'tdniH'd to aid
teachers and professors toward great-

"
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January tut,

IMiujiMnd DiacuunUi
Keal Estate

CARNEGIE EOIIND.ATION
New

Close of Business December
I

Chills. Cougs and Pneumonia, also lor
curing Indigestion, Dyspepsia, costive
' ry
ness. Bloalina and Malaria.
today, also set a li'W' copy of our 1906
Alamanac from your OrttgKW'.

VI

1906.

The Bank of Commerce

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
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OF ENTIRE StRVICE DESIRED BY SECRETARY
OF THE SYSTEM 6TRONGUY AFFECT AMERICA'S

ROOT-WEAKN- ESSES

TRADE EXPANSION.
Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 30. Reform
of the consular service will be championed in the bouse of representatives by Robert R. Hltt, of Illlnoia.
He will be relied upon by Secretary
Root to prevent the latter'a plans so
that the republican members of the
house will approve of the necessary
legislation.
This is no easy task.
However, he will be listened to with
great reepect and confidence, since
for years he has drafted the annual
appropriation bill for the whole consular organization and was assistant
secretary of state to Blaine, and also
saw actual diplomatic service in
Paris.
Representative
Hilt believes that
tfcis Is one of the most important mat- -

great centers of English or European
trade thero is little need for such consular protection of the person. Laws
are as well administered there as in
the United States. A certain mass of
routine of course there is matters
which could be attended to by any
well organized corps of competent
salaried clerks. But the consul himself the man who is getting m Income from salary or fees or both,
amounting to thousands or a score of
thousands of dollars has little to do
in protecting Americans. He performs
a small and Inconsequential part in
promoting our trade with those nations. The trade Is there, and all the
conditions and circumstances which
affect It are well known to those who
enKaHO In It.

have approached the wage we pay
to the man who occupies the White
House.
Foreigner Agents.
"And there Is a serious and positive evil which has grown up under
this system. In many little places
where consular agents are maintained
on the fee basis the office bas come
to be occupied by foreigners, the income being too small to attract Americans. Often the 'American' consular
officials is a member of some foreign
business concern. By virtue of his
office he Inspects and certifies the in
voices of other merchants and come
Into possession of business facts' to
the positive and active hindrance of
American commerce.
"Congress should meet that
by providing a salary for an of
fice worthy to be kept up sufficient to
maintain a patriotic American In thai
place who would really look after
American interests.
In all other In
stances the office should be abolished
"It will surprise many people to
learn that, out of the 700 or 800 con'
sulato posts or consular agencies
which we maintain, only about 160
are salaried ofilcea above $1,600. The
others are inadequately filled by ln
adequately compensated agents who
collect fees tn a more or less Ira
proper manner.
Inspection Urged.
"And this leads to the next great
need in the consular system namely,
a proper supervision and Inspection
"Imagine crganizlpg a business with
700 to S00 agents distributed In as
many cities and towns in all parts of
the world, and leaving them prac
tlcally without supervision and actu
ally without Inspection.
"It is absurd. There should be a
corps of trained Inspectors always at
work. Such a force Is favorably regarded by Secretary Root. It soould
he approved by congress."

cities and many of tho smaller col
legeo.
Every section of the country
In renreselited.
"Tho C'arneide Foundation is an ed
ucational work ot so broad a scale,"
said Dr. Pr'.trhett. in relation to his
new labors, "that the invitation to
have a hand in the shaping of the
work fiom the outset was one that
I could not lefuse.
"The first ttep that will le taken
will be the establishment of a pension system, undur which aged professors Hirv be retired and room
made" for ytmnser and more progres
sive men.
Dr. Fritfhett Is
of T"ayetle,
Mo., pnd vas born on April 10, 1857,
He was rradimted from Frlichett coi- leue. In Glasgow, Mo., and later from
the University of Munich.

URGED AGED LIMIT;
ONE OF THE VICTIMS
Will retire from the Pennsylvania
railroad next May. He falls victim
to the age limit rule he himself urged
upon the executive officials for the
volutary retirement of employes with
pension a ou, ana compelling meir
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Under the auspices of

ALBUOUERQUE LODGE 46 J
NEW JOKES, NEW SONGS,
NEW IDEAS.

60 STAR PERFORMERS
e
favorites. To avoid speculators getIncluding all of the
ting control of the house the night" of the performance, only
limited number of seatSj will be sold to each person, the purchaser
to name the limit.
old-tim-

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
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For the reason that
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THE PINNACLE OF HUMAN 8KILL
bas been reached In our carriages,
buggies and spring wagons. The only
wa ythey an ever be better Is to
raise tbo pinnacle elevate the standard and even then our vehicles will
be found at the top. They're not o
high In prices, though, as to be out
of the reacli of most vehicle users.
Let us quote you figures.
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above-mention-
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FOR ' PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim No. 1C01.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe. N. M..
December 20, 1905.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3. 1 Stt, (26 Stats., 854), as amende
by the act of February 21, 1893. (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
States
he made before the United
court commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on the 29th day of January,
1006, viz..
Meliton S. Otero, for the
S. II. C. No 1601, In section 19, town-Hiii7 north, range. 3 east, and section 24, township 7 north, range 2
east.
RMVY
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next precedlug the survey of the
township, viz:
Jesus rfalazar y Otero, of Peralta,
N. M.: Placldo Salazar y Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Jesus Sanches y
Alarld, of Valencia, N. M.; Deslderlo
Gurule, of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations of
tht interior department why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
siven an opportunity at the abovee
'
I
Remedy
Specific,
This
mentioned time and place to
Sure) to Civ Satisfaction.
the witnesses of said claim
.
CIVCt IIUEF AT ONCE.
ant, and to offer evidence tn reouuai
protoi-tlujals,
soot
bus,
and
tW
deanxea.
It
of that submitted by claimant.
Uiuiubraue. Ik cures Catarrh am if
MANUEL. R-- OTERO.
Register.
itriTi awy a Cold in th iload quickly.
Uuatort the Senses of 1'tvt and BuaalL
Easy to use. Contains no injurious drug
"REPAIR tHOpf
Aoolied Into th nostrils sjk! absorbed.
8toves repaired and
H. SHOEMAKER.
10 oenU by maJ.
msilj l'rial
ture set up and crate! for ahlpmeat
i CIT BROTHER!,
Ei Warrta It, NtwYcA. Rear ol Walton'' ra
A

tissue-buildin-

.

CO,

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Ca-nu- to

ROBERT PITCAIRN
retirement oa pension at 70. He is
70, and Is completing bis 60th year
of active bervke, ranging from mes
senger in the telegraphic service
along with Andrew Carnegie, .to the
specially created position ot resident
assistant to President A. J. Cassatt
at Pittsburg.

all glasses prescribed by

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

Always Increases the Strength.
reasonable amount of food tbor
oughly ligestod and properly assimi
always
Increase the
will
lated
BONDS FOR COUNTY TREASURER
strength. If your Momach U a "little
FILED IN PROBATE COURT otf Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will digest
what you eat and enable the digestive
orgam to assluiiiiate and transform
FRANK
A.
SUBMITS all food into
blood.
HUBBELL
Sour Stomach, Belch
ONE BONO AND JUSTO ARMIJO Kodol relieve
forms of
THE OTHER EACH CLAIMS THE ing, Heart Burn and all strengthening.
Palatable and
OFFICE.
Sold by all druggists.

Need Consuls Here
The Board of County 'Commission
teis of leKistaiiou to come' before the
congress. It bears directly upon the
"Contrast such a consulate with one ers yesterday appointed t'ariuel Tur- fprelgn trade ;f the United States
in China. Japan or Turkey, or just rleia as constable of the 28th precinct,
a trade w'ulvh has suffered for years bow in Jtussia. in the latter coun to fill the position made vacant by
by reasou of the weaknesses1 of the tries the consular oftlce is today what the resignation of Trinidad Anaya.
consular system. We have lost al- It Is by tradition; it becomes an office
Incidentally the board also apmost everything
worth having In to which the American who la travel' proved two bonds, submitted by two
South America, we are being rapidly log there looks for protection; It be' claimants to the ofllce of treasurer
put
the rear of the procession In comes one for fostering American of Bernalillo county. One of the bonds
the rich markets uf Europe, and In trade wild suppblug information about was for J'iO.000, executed by the Nathe coming race In the Orient we unknown lands aud unexplored mar- tional Socurlty company of New York,
In favor of Frank A. Hubbcll.
The
behind the other commer- kets.
Btrt In far powers,
and seriously han"And yet bow do the salaries cor- other lond was for $47,000, executed
cial world
dicapped at every point.
respond to the Importance of the two by the United States Fidelity and
localities? The rich consulate, the Guaranty company of Baltimore, In
Mr. Hltt ald to your correspondent:
weakness of our fat office, is the one In Great Brit favor of Junto R. Armijo, treasurer de
"The fundamental
consular and diplomatic service bas ain or France or Germany, where thfc racto or the county.
In approving the bond submitted by
been, of course, as everybody Is fond (hides are comparatively unimportant,
ot eayiiig, the fact that It. has been! The salary, meantime, of the consul HuliboU. who some time sko carted off
too much the prey of partisan poll-- ; In the little Chinese or Japanese town the safe containing the county funds,
tlca. But that is au old story. The or in South Africa, or iu the little and who still persists that he is tbo
truth is tho whole syatein has been port In Russia, south America, or rightful treasurer, the board stipu
faulty. It is not organized on a ba- some other remote part of the world, lated that their approval of his bond
sis calculated to accomplish Its sup- Is so small that It does not attract. was not to be construed a recognizposed purpose.
In numerous places the office does not ing Hubbell's right to the office.
carry any salary, and the consnl or
Compensation Uneven.
To all apparent intents and pur"Thy greatest defoct In the preseit consular sgent Is expected to main poses, Bernalillo county is blessed
system is probably the illogical and tain himself on the scanty fees which or Ahem! with two treasurers.
disappropriate allotment of compensa- he may pick up. In the places where
tion. Our highest paid consular off- we need the consul's work we pay
Paul Nelson of Lead. 8. D... will, folstationed at points nothing; !n the places where we
icers u those
" "r,1.
,Li"7hia
.ur'
wner we least peed tbtm for the real could easily dispense with any consul, p.
legal
except as treasury agents, we permit
OuotmUr duty .of protecting ti
"
.fcr.u,t!.Mi
-- ,JL
w.lnlnic
This
rights of Ainer'.cfl cHun
r.th tn -- mIm-vI
; the and salaries which In mny Inanccs' businesrt.
et-Absurd, but It

we oan guarantee

Optical Co.
Bebber
115 GOLD AVE.

claimant has med notice of his lutentlon to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats
470), and that said proof will be made
before the U. S. Court Commissioner
at Albquerque. N. M., on the 7th day
nf FVhrnarv. 1906. viz: Juan Apodaca,
for the lot 1. sees. 23 and 24, and lot
2 sec. 23. T. 7 N.. R. 2 E.
Ha names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the townshinp, viz:
Benito Armijo, of Valencia, N. M.;
Jesus Garcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
Apodaca, of Valencia, N. M..;
Tomas Martinez, of Valencia, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
r who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO. Register.

lowing-name-

.

Ellis' Big Minstrels

(Small Holding Claim No. 700.)
Department of the Interior, united
States Land Offlco. Santa re, in. m.,
Dec. 28, 1905.
Notice U hereby given

I

Friday. January 5th

d

cross-exami-

HOUSE

:

g

CATARRH

p

AfffXti

Elvs Cream

Balm;

cross-examin-

due!

Si,

tH""

S6.00 Per
.

COKE

Ton

MILL

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

KINDLING

W.H.HaBn&Co

DOTH 'PHONES
iooooooooooooococoooooocxD

A. D.

N. T. Armijo Building.

17,

WOOD

JOHNSON

General Contractor
House moving, well making, water
laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plants a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.
pipe

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchangee
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second street, between Railroad and
Coppor avenues.

F1.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobseco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway. Corner of Wash-lngto- a
Avenue. ALBUQUBRUB.N. M.

The "Franciscan
Cordial Bitters

Lead Avenue and First Street.
agcQMwcaoo bt most fwwun mrsiCiaw

Automatic

'Phone, 308.
Red 131.

Colorado

N. PEACH & CO.
REAL ESTATE DEALERS

Automatic 'phone, 6J. Office,
West Gold Arenue.

2t)8Vs

PUT IN YOUR GLASS TO KEEP
OUT THE COLD. SEE HUDSON.
THE PAINTER.

AC4iwrftiowtMwNStoMACHKiiittttMBUDeR
.

Jfit

yranci5fan0in-pan-

DISTRIBUTING AGENTS

Melini
Albuuera'ue,

&-;ESkin-

New MeidceT'

J

WEDNESDAY,

3,

JANUARY

AlAW JUEHOUK EVENING CITIZEN.

1906.
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We desire to thank all our friends and customer
uted to make our first annual

who

INVENTORY HOLIDAY
SA ImEZ
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m
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KENTUCKY GIRL JILTED
BIG TOM SHELVIN

contrib-

PAGE SEVEN.
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LONDON

CLUB

rmeo

LIVERY

AND

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

btableb

Corner Seccod and Marquette.

Wholesale Grocers

B
II

m m

M

e
Although the sale wa a greater success than
original
designs
anticipated, our warehouse Is still full of new and
in nobby furniture and we will continue to sell you high grade goods
Just a little cheaper than yoil can buy them elsewhere. Wishing you
a happy and prosperous New Year, we are yours to serve.
a

great success.

Cor. Coal & 2nd
Auto Phone 474

f
tw m

mtmw m
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I

Col.Ph.Rd!l77
West'end viaduct

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL FURNITURE

Meat Market
All Kinds of

;r;;-,-

vWS ?

r

I

'

j

h

attorney for the Santa Ke In New Mexico, Is In the city on official business.
'
P. B. McAtee has leen promted to
fourth
assistant superintendent of the
division of the Denver & Rio Grande.
McAtee la a hard, conscientious worker and a true gentleman.

the work

of

X

train

FE EARNINGS

Automatlo phone 461.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street,
Albnquerque.

1&

LARGE.

The derailment reported yesterday
beyond Isleta occurred at the Rio San
Jose bridge, Just this side of Grants,
Earnings of tl.3 Atchison, Topeka
one car Jumping the track and delay- & Santa Fe Railway company for the
2,
No.
ing traffic for several hours.
month of November shows a large
owing to the obstruction, 'did not ar- Increase, both In gross and net, over
p.
m.
rive in this city until 3:25
the earnings for the same month of
last year. The figures for the month
for follow:
J. N. Keys, supervising engineer
,
regthe Santa Fe on the Belen
Louisville, Ky.. Jan. 3. Cupid failed
Gross,
operating ex$6,910,Gt8;
istered at the AlvHrado last night. penses, $1,022,486; net earnings,
to kick goal in the lovemaking game
Mr. Keys was returning to his head;
and rentals, $220,782; between big Tom Shevlln, famous
trip over income taxes
quarters at Belen from
trom operating, $2,667,399.
reports
cut-ofYale halfback, and Miss Elizabeth
f
He
Wlllard.
of
east
the
Gross earnings for the month Increasmuch snow at Wlllard, and says that ed $423,654 over November,
Shirley, noted as on of the beautiful
and
the severe weather Is interfering ma- net increased ;i88,625. The net in- women of the Hlue Grass state. Shev-iiterially with the work on the new rail- come Increased $145,662.
objected to the Interference of
road.
Gross earnings from July 1 were
$31,813,735; net, $12,285,078; net inE. M. Sanjule, division foreman for come, $11,304,163.
ESTANCIA PEOPLE
Gallup,
was
in
the
'
the Santa Je at
BOOMING THE VALLEY.
city yesterday, returning to his home
GENTLE SCRIPTURAL HINTS.
meeting
At
the
of the Esbancla ValSanjule
night.
Mr.
city
last
in that
reports that the bottom has dropped Used by Pennsylvania to Spread the ley Development association last night
at the office of Probate Clerk
out of all the thermometers in GalTidings of No Passes.
it was decided to have an
lup, the mercury registering from 16
meeting with a basket dinner, at
Officials of the Pennsylvania railto 20 degrees below zero, and to make
the near future,
matters worse, he stated that the coal road have spread the bad news of the school housea in
good program will
famine an that place was on in earn- their determination to abolish free at which time
passes by sending a neat little card to be given, says the Estancia News. It
est.
those who have for years reveled In Is expected to have some speaker or
car porters, the luxury of a pass on which is in- speakers here from other parts oMhe
A union of Pullman
territory, probably one from the Ag,
which is intended to include every scribed:
negro railroad employe in this service
"Thou shalt not pass." Numbers, ricultural college at Mesllla Park, to
give addresses on things appertaining
in the United States, has been organ- xx, 18.
to farming in the arid regions, pumpized by the porters, cafe and dining
"Suffer not a man to pass."
ing, irrigation, etc. A committee concar men running into New York city JudgeB, Hi, 28.
sisting of A. H. Garnett, J. W. Cor-beton the various lines. Articles of ln- "The wicked shall no more pass."
N. S. Hose and Mesdames
Anmnrattn I la a.M will Qhnlltr Ko Naluuii, 1, 15.
"Though they roar yet can they not
Garnett .and James Walker was
filed. The union Is to be known as the
named to rnave the matter In charge
American Association of Railway Em- pass." Jeremiah, v, 22.
ployes, and negroes only are eligible
"He paid the fare and went." Jo- and a good time is assured. Full de- nah, i, 3.
tails will be given in these columns,
to membership.
If this "Happy New Year" greeting j It was the unanimous opinion of
John March, who hs been connect- is lot upon the pass bolder, a less those present that the association
ed with the engineering corps of the ambiguously worded communication j should be continued, the work of the
Santa Fe on the Belen cut-ofwub in may be had upon request.
past year having boon of Inestimable
the city yesterday, leaving last night
The scriptural hint has been sent to Jaljacilie valley.'
for Chicago and the east. "The zero all who were accustomed to receive
weather," said Mr. March, "that we an annual pass over the company's
SUPREME COURT
have been experiencing, together witfi lines at this time of the year. It Is
the heavy fall of snow in Abo canyon, Intended to intimate, delicately but
nas made railroad business a very firmly, that the Pennsylvania manageThe suprem court of the territory
difficult Job, but work is going ahead, ment has clapped a lid on the pass met at 10 o'clock yesterday forenoon
though slowly, in every camp except evil.
in the chambers at the capitol buildNo. 2, where they were forced to stop
ing to close its 1905 session.
on account of the, weather. I'm going'
Indigestion Overcome.
There were present: Chief Justice
Indigestion is easily overcome by the W. J. Mills, Associate Justice
back east where it is warmer."
John R.
use of Kdol Dyspepsia Cure, because McFle,
The El
News says: Thad Van this remedy digests what you eat and Mann. Associate Justice Edward A.
Horn, the well known traveling freight gives the stomach a rest allows it to
Jose D. Sena, clerk of the jurt,
and passeuger agent of the South- recuperate and grow strong again was
his post. The territory of New
western, has resigned his position and Kodol relieves Indigestion, Belching of Mexicat owas
represented by Attorney
go
will
to the state of Washington to Gas, Sour Stomach, Heart-Buretc.,
G. W. Prichard. United States
accept a place as, traveling salesman and enables the digestive organs to General
Crelghton
M. Foraker was
Marshal
for a large lumber firm. The resig- transform all foods into the kind of also present. The following
business
nation, which becomes effective Jan- rich red blood that makes health and was had:
uary 1st, was a surprise to Van strength. Sold by all drugglsta.
An order of continuance
j
for the
Horn's many friends here. He was
i
of 1905 was issued for all cases
with the old Northeastern us traveling Review of December Number Keith's term
not yet decided. The court then ad-- I
representative and received a place
Magazine.
journed sine die.
of greater importance with the SouthThe Christmas
issue of Keith's
The first session of the supreme
western system when the consolida.Magazine on Home Building is an court
1906 was held this morning
tion was made. He has already de- extra large number, profusely Illus- at 10 for
iu the chambers of the
parted for his now field of labor and trated with some most attractive, capitol o'clock
building.
his friends wish him well.
moderate priced homes with floor
plans and full descriptions
shown.
DESPERATE NEGRO DEAD
The leading article opens with a de- INTERNATIONAL MINERS
ASSOCIATION ELECTION.
FROM HIS WOUNDS. scription of a Los Angeles house, folThe International Miners' associaPercy Barr, the negro who fought lowed by special articles on winter
the pistol duel at Ash Fork with Spe- window gardens, some typical modern tion at El Paso, has elected the folcial Officer Whitley, died at the coun- American homes, a hunt for mantels, lowing vice presidents:
Texas Dr. W. U. Phillips. Terlin-guty hospital at 11:30 p. ra. Saturday, complete decorative scheme for intersays the Prescott Courier. He main- ior, with the usual departments on
J. W. Malcomson, El Paso.
New Mexico
Prof. Fayette A.
tained to the last that Officer Whit- decoration and furnishing, household
ley fired the first shot. Officer Whit- economics, table chat, etc. All in- Jones, Albuquerque; J.' I. McCullough,
Organ.
quiries
on building matters and sugley, who lies sorely wounded at
hosArizona C. E. Mills, Morenci; C.
pital in lx)s Angeles, states positively gestions on decorating the home are
that Barr reached for his pistol first answered free to subscribers. Pub- M. Shannon, Clifton.
fcy
M. L. Keith, Minneapolis,
Chihuahua W. M. Brodie, Batopi-la- s;
and fired the first shot, and witnesses lished
Joe Maria Botello, Parral.
also declare positively that TJarr fired Minn. $1.50 per year.
o
Sonora A. S. Wright, Cananea; J.
the first shot.
- ry a Citizen want ad for results.
S. Ixmglas, Nacozari.
SCOTTY'S SHOOTING
cut-off-
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MERE.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

307

West

IRRIGATION

Day

or NlgM

the
and Rnftne are ALL
RIGHT, . WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 6 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Bead
for Catalogue.

Established in 1882

F. G. PRATT

& CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

other men who insisted upon paying
attention to Miss Shirley while ehe
Staplft
was visiting in Baltimore. Miss ShirGroceries .
ley rather liked the homage of the gallant Marylamlers, and told her foot
ball lover so when 4ie protested. Then HllUboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
the presents were sent back and the
game was declared "no contest."
Orders Solicited.
Free Delivery.

The

and Fancy

CHRISTMAS KILLING
AT DRIPPING SPKINGS.
A Justifiable homicide occurred on
the Armstrong ranch at Dripping
Springs, Ariz., closing the festivities
of ChrlBtiiin day, the particulars of
which are learned from the Globe Silver Belt. Frank Rublo killed his
brother-in-law- ,
Joe Jones, with a Winchester rifle. Jones, who was addicted to the Intemperate use of liquor,
und who often threatened his wife
while uiflltMits Influence, was present
at the merrymaking, lit- - threatened
on this occasion to kill his wife,
sister, and fired one shot at her
but missed her, though it. vbh not
known whether he meant to kill her
or only frighten her. Ruhio seized a
Winchester and told him to deliver up
his gun. Instead, Jones pointed his revolver at his wife, but before he could
shoot the second time, Hublo shot
and killed him instantly. All this
happened after Jones had previously
been disarmed of a revolver and also
of the Winchester with which he was
killed. The coroner's Jury exonerated
Ruhio, who gave himself up to a deputy sheriff.

214 South Second

A

1621-163-

Hendrie

B. MacMANUS,

South First Street

SCREEN DOORS

Mgr.

Both Phones

Both Phones

Third and Marquette

BAIN

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at .1. C ttaldridge's Lumber yard.

TOTI

A.

and

OR API

HICKORY

OLD

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

WAGONS

7

J.Kcrl)er&Co.
WE CAN MAKE YOU A

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

NEW YEAR'S

Albuquerque,

PRESENT

Perfection Attained.
can only be attained Iu the
physical by allowing Nature to appropriate and not dissipate her own resources. Cathartics gripe, weaken
dissipate, while DeWltt's Little Eearly
Risers simply expel all putrid matter
and blie, thus allowing the liver to assume normal activity, Good for the
complexion. W. H. How, Houston,
Tex., says: "For years I have used
Little Early Riser Pills in my family
No better pill can lie Ufed for const!
patlon." Sold by all druggists.

TO PATIENCE
and money, and the unskilled plumber
who charges exorbitantly for indifferent or abitolutely worthless work wll!
soon find out. We leave it to your
good Judgment If it isn't wisest to
patron lo us, well known for furnishing
materias, and d)lng
honest, skillful work.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

If you will see us before

Janu
ary
We have two or three
pieces of property that must go,
even at a sacrifice. This Is a
1.

chance to get a home or
couple of lots dirt cheap.

N. M

THERE'S AN END

flrst-elaH-

a

S

The Standard Heating &

Plumbing Company

0TT GETS DEEPER
INTO

COLORADO

General Bqtldiag Supplies

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.

Ru-bio- 's

'

DENVER,

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Street

HAT, GRAIN AND FEED
. Wholesale
and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL

J.

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

Seventeenth Mreet.

9

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

602

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
When
Pump

Railroad Arenas.

'Phones.

BitB

"ReBdAcKgP05s"

0

THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.

Figures for November Show a Big
Increase Over a Year Ago.

-

Woolens laundered
ithout shrinking.
We have added to our
well equipped lanndsry a machine wKh which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

LOANS

0" !

WBMf

wreckers. Most of the Jurymen started in with th Idea that the wreck
was caused .by accident, but were
overwhelmed with evidence to show
that it was the work of wreckers.
SANTA

FOUND AT LAST

CO.

&

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.

RAILROAD TOPICS
assistant unquestionably

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMI8 KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street
Fr-s-

RANKIN

R. E. Twltchell,

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

THIRD STREET

V&vVi

T'Wwif2;ssift

I
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Colonel

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

C. QRANNIS,
Prop,
2
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
hH
M
Day and Night Hsck.
H Albuquerque,
New
Mexico. M
U
H

THE

Auto. Phone 671.

TOILS

Porterfield & Co.
John'H. Ott, the alleged San Francisco crook, who was arrested on a
train In this city, several weeks ago,
HOW. Gold Ave.
on a charge of stealing $1,100 from his
LOANS.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
room mate, Frank Johnson, In the
Golden Gate City, and which sum he
claimed wag hid In this city by Acting
I'ollce Officer Jordan, is In deeper
O.
trouble than ever and his former room
INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
mate, Johnson, has been arrested as
PUBLIC.
his accomplice.
From all reports, it would seem that Room S, Cromwell Block, Alboa.uera.os
Telephone.
174.
Automatlo
Ott and Johnson were partners in
crime in Philadelphia, where they oococoococxxxxxxxxxxxooo
fleeced merchants out of goods to the
extent of $2,000. and that the $1,100
WE GIVE
which Ott stole from Johnson was the
You best satisfaction
In mill
latter's share of this haul. Both are
work.
being held n San Francisco awaiting
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
further advices from the Philadelphia
authorities.
COCCXXOXIOCKXXXXXOCICKXOO

Bell, Red 264.

...OUR,..

Tolu, Tar and Wild Cherry

A. SLEYSTER

is not as good as a preserlptlou from your doctor, but it la prepared
with as much care, and is the best all 'round "hit or miss" Cough
Syrup we know of.

The Williams Drug Co.
'Phee.
117

WEST

AVENUE.

RAILROAD

Both

PAIK;.T'K

special dispatch from Earstcw
. i
cs
1.
n
it. sub, i
ui., to me wn niuivu,c
garding "Scotty," says:
"Brother Bill." Walter Scott's partner in sunshine and storm, arrived in
Karatow and on being interrogated
with reference to his brother's health
slated that Waller never f"'t better
in his life and that tatie U
likelihood of bin arriving here iu a
day or two.
Regarding all the talk about "Scot-ty'8- "
terrible mishap in Death
"Brother Bill" characterizes the whole
story Ha a concoction of nonsense and
state semphaticaily that no accident
of any kind occurred. In so far 'as
the shooting episode goes It has ab- solutely no foundation.
A

S

Located

Coroner's Jury Decides Lang Wreck
Work of Wrecker.

"

ff

Railway

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

An Emporia, Kas.. dispatch

j

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
on the Belen Cut-oot The Atchison. Topeka & Santo re

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system -l- eading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

NOT ACCIDENTAL.

says:
The jury to inquire into the cause of
the wreck of Santa Fe train No. 17,
on December 19, has brought in a
verdict as follows:
"From tbo evidence shown we find
that E. E. Derrick came to bis death
in the wreck of the Santa Fe train
No. 17, caused by some party or parties unknown to this jury."
The Jury consisted of representa
tive business men of this city, who
carefully examined into the case.
Extremely positive evidence was produced showing that immediately after
the wreck and almost at the moment
the cars bad come to a stop, several
persons of unimpeachable integrity
had aeon the rails immediately under
the chair car, which lay partly across
the track, and testified that the spike
were missing. Itoisens of witnesses
were, examined, and the testimony of
all went to uow that the wreck was

HI

r3n

n

and residence lots, size ;5xH2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
t
streets, with alley 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old hade trees, public school house, coatchurches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 inhabitants; largest mercantile establlnhmews in New Mexico; the Belen Pateut Roller mill, capacity, 160 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Us Importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated

Of l.MO buslnes

ing

tlO.OCO;

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them' lnjroved by cultivation ); no sand or
roi sad wood ysrd. drug store, harness shop, etc tc. also a nrst-clas- s
modern hotel.

tr ivtl

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We newt

bakery, isllor

nrst-cl- n

Bop.

shoe bouse, teweler. plumbing shop, planing mill.

,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASV PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

in

The.
JOHN BECKER, President

Bel en Tr
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WM. M. BERGER. Secretary
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l'"c
the old Highland Hotel site
flint floor will be devoted to
and the second floor to ulftce
rooms. J. W. McQuade dnw 'he
plans and has the building contract.
The bulldinc will cost In Hie
of
.. I.
will
.t.k f.ill
in nrfliliul r;i
i4 rtiifioi
bo held by the Elks minstrel company
this evening at 8 o'clock. All those
having part will please be on hand
promptly.
A. R, Uiirnetf ha moved Into the
store room on Gold avenue, reronny
vacated bv F. .!. Houston, and win
open up tbls week with a special sulci
of furnishing good.
Two full blooded Comanche Indians
from Oklahoma were In the city r.y
dav, visiting various places of Interest,
n Indian from leleta Is showing ins
"f
aborigine friends a bum.
munches are attired In their finest:
togs and feathers and present a pic-- ;
turosque appearance. They will visit:
all tribes in this vicinity before re
turning home.
Hugh Murray, the well known ranch-- j
man of the jeiucz noi Biinu muiitrv. Is In the city, to enjoy a tew n.i.
with his nephew. Col. W. H. Greer.
oi
Mr. Mmrnv savs tbere is
snow, and nrettv deep at tluit. In the
mountains surrounding the resort, but
very little at the springs. He also
stated that, so far, no sufferings or
losses have been reported among the
sheep of his section.
Charles Schafer, the young man
found unconscious In his rooru at the
BIythe boarding house, corner Eighth
street and Mountain road, as chron
icled in vsterdav's issue of The
im
Evening Citizen, was Bomewhat
proved this morning, and the attend
ing phvsiclan. Dr. M. K. wviner.
states that, there Is now a possibility
of his recovering, although he is still
in a precarious condition.
Men's high top shoes, box calf or oil
grain, with extra heavy, viscaiizea
soles. Just the thing to keep your
feet warm and dry, without any rub
bers. Prices range from J2.50 to 4.
C. May's Shoe Store. .111 West Railroad avenue.
'
IF YOUR WATER PIPES ARE
FROZEN HAVE THEM THAWED
SOUTHOUT BY ELECTRICITY.
ELECTRIC eV CONWESTERN
No. 218
STRUCTION COMPANY.
SOUTH SECOND STREET. AUTOMATIC PHONE 455.
S'"re-room-

s

ti"'h-boihoo-
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.
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SHOES
Cold Weather

y?

For

Tbcy have hcaw extension soles,
the uppers are maie or ciose
leather. In order to exclude
and Keep the feet warm.
o are safe fmm catching rold, with
a pair of these shoes on your feet. As
for style, they are dainty enough to
pleatie the most particular.
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Maynaid Gunnul has a.- his guest,
O. Harden of Denver.
Miss Isabella Marnion of Lugima Is
visiting friends In the city.
to leave
Alfred Orunfeld exports
this evening for an eastern business
trip.
Hon. H. S. Rodey returned hurt even
ing from Santa Fe. where he went on
a business mission.
Col. W. S. Hopewell, general man
ager of the Albuquerque Eastern, was
a passenger to Santa Fe this morning.
Hon. M. R. Otero, register 01 me
United Slates land office at Santa Fe,
has returned to his duties at the terri
torial capital.
The Knights of the Maccabees will
hold a meeting at Elks Hall tins
evening, at 7:30 o'clock. Ail members are urged to bo present.
Bioscope com
Tho International
pany, with itg great lire motion pic
tures, will appear at the Elks' Opera
House, Saturday, January Ctli.
Deputy United States Marshal C. M.
Foraker. who has been In tne rapuai
Citv for several days, attending to
official matters, will arrive in Albu
,
querque tonight.
At 7 o'clock th'a morning the the'"
section of
niometer in the Iiuslncs
the city stood t 7 legroes above zero
At 8 oclock. the mercury registered
11 degrees above.
The Kilties' Band of Canada will
appear at the Elks' Opera House toThis
morrow (Thursday) evening.
will be one of the greatest musical
events of the season.
Miss Carrie Newell of Cubero, where
she conducts a private school for the
children of Emll Blbo, returned to that
place yesterday, after a visit with her
sister, Mrs. F. W. Spencer.
Attorney T. N. Wllkerson returned
yesterday morning from a visit to
friends and relatives at Kansas City
and other Missouri points. He has
been absent from the city since
Christmas.
Mrs. 11. Irvin, who las been in Albuquerque for some time, as the guest
of her sisters, Mrs. M. E. Bigelow
and Miss Nellie Ralston, returned last
evening to her home In Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Hlginion Martinez. Mr
and Mrs. Cruz Vigil, Mr. 'and Mi'3.
James Catanack, Miss Josle Lujan
and Miss Felicita Cordova, all of San a
re, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cordova of this city.
Official observations from the Unl
versiiy show tnat this morning was
the coldest day of the present winter,
the mercury beiug several degrees be
-

.1.

OR VICI

$2.25 to $4.00

For Men, from
women, rrom
For Girls, from
For Boy, from

j.

i.aiuo.ou

r

$1.25 to $2.25
$1.25 to $2.50

oookoooooo

mO0OOOOOO9OO9O
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Fair tonight; not to cold In north
ern portion.
Thursday, fair, with
lowly rising temperature.
There was a young ma.li from Nan- tucket,
Who kept all his coin In a bucket,
'Till an Albuquerque girl framed
Nan
Won the love of the young man.
And swiped the coin you bet old Nan
took It!

ooooooooooooo
NEW YEAR'S OFFERNG
OUR

'ifW.iTB

worth your
in pure foods Is well
thoughtful attention mluce meat, of
course, the pure kind; relishes, condiments, flour, sugar, coffee, tea,
spices all the staples and all the luxuries you can think of, many you may
not call to mind. Our goods, our service, our prices are right In line with
those of the best grocers In the land.
Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.

TROTTER
Nos. US and 120, South Second St.

oDoooocooeoooo

Doors,
Ltttnfceg, Sash,Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing. Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
'

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO,

Albuquerque, N. M.

n

DIAMONDS !
PLEDGES

UNREDEEMED

AT LOW

PRICES

hare v large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and 1 will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.
I

3

HENRY YANOW. the Pawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD

0

AVENUE.

O0000000)00 OtOtOfOfXt0
THE FIRST

'..OF..
THE. YEAR

Probably means to you

New Blank Books.

of blank books, diaries, etc,

In all

,

We carry a full line

n

rulings.

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

BURGLARS
We have received the sole agency for the new Burglar
Patented Alarm. Can be adjusted by anyliody to any door or window in
ten seconds. Rings, and continues to ring whenever a door or window is
opened, even a half inch. The price of this alarm everywhere is $3. Call
and see It. A good canvasser wanted.

EVER ITT

LEADING

JEWELER.
RAILROAD

a Complete Line of Boy's
Overcoats from 3 to 20 Years, RangWe Have

ing from

Ask to see our Boys Special Juvenile
Overcoat, with Military Buttons and

WALKOVER

E.

3

$3.50 SHOES
Lm

$3. SO

DUTCHESS TROUSERS

WASHBURN CO.

119 WCST GOLD AVENUE

GREEN TAG SALE of SUITS
We have gone through the entire stock and have tagged every suit. The reductions are phenomenal
in some Instances as much a $! to
has been taken from the original price. In every Instance we
have made the price so low that ihrifty men will buy for years to come. Then the sale of

SOFT AND FLANNEL SHIRTS
AND UNDERWEAR
Vli which

will be decidedly Interesting to all, as wonderfullysmall

Will mean

LEGAL

the saving of many a dollar.

112 SOUTH SECOND 9THKKT

Here are Just a few of the Items:

25c Fancy Hosiery,

2 pairs for
'
Flannel Night Shirts
75c Flannelette Soft Shirts

25
.'

$1

12 Wool

50c

On January 1st, we succeeded to the
Jewelry Business of Mr. H. E. Fox,
established by us some flffcu years
his entire
ago, having
purchased
stock, lease and good will, Mr. Fox
retiring to engage In other pursuits.
Our experience within the territory
extends over a period of more than
twenty-liv- e
years, during which time
we have operated in all the leading
towns of New Mexico, also in Texas
'
and Arizona, so that we do not feel
us strangers.
It shall be our aim to fully maintain the" standard of our predecessor
and enlarge upon those dimensions
to the highest practical cgree, thereby deserving the established title of
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWEL
Soliciting your patronage, we
ERS.
beg to be,
Very sincerely,
OEO. W. HICKOX

prices have been made on all lines.

The Sale of Furnishings and Small Articles

ever

GOV

45
$1 25
25

Sweaters
Ties

Four-ln-Han- d

$1 Gloves.

We advise you to look
a more complete way.

Short or Gauntlet
And so on, through a long lUt.

tor the big Green

and

they tell the story

Black Posters

the greatest sale

In

& CO.

NOTICE.

will and testament of George B.
Somers, deceased.
To J. C Baldridge and Otto Dleck-uianexecutors; the New Cemetery
Association of Barnet Village, Vermont: tho Congregational church at
Barnet Village, Vermont; the Benevolent Society of Barnet Village, Ver- mont: W. H. Burbank, of Barnet VlllaKe. Vermont: the first cousins of said
George B. Somers, deceased, who were
livine at the t rue ot the ieatn or sa
Georee H. Somers. deceased, wnose
names and addresses are unKnown,
iIhvIhhph under the alleged last will
and testament of the said George B,
Somers. deceased: and to all whom
it may concern:
Ynu are hereby notified that the al
tnpd iAt Will and Testament of
Oeoreo B. Somers. late of the County
of Bernalillo and Territory of New
Mexico, deceased, has been produced
an,l road in the Probate Court of tne
of
Territory
I mint v
of nernallllo.
New Mexico, at a regular term there
of, held on the 2nd day of January,
1D0G. and the dav of the proving of
said alleeed Last Will and Testament
was hv order of the Judge of said
Court, thereupon fixed for Monday, the
6th dav of February. A. D. 10". 1erm
of said Court, at 10 o'clock in the fore
noon of said day.
Given under my hand and the Seal
of this Court, this 2nd day of January,

Last

n,

A. D. 1906.

With our elegant line of
IMPORTED CUTLERY
The largest in the Southp p
west 4
.

A fine assortment of Five o'clock Teas, Chafing Dishes, Home
Comfort and Miller Steel Ranges, "THE WORLD'S BEST." A
large stock of

Rome

(Seal)
R. W. D. BFT'AN.

Albuquerque, N.
the estate.

M.,

Nickel-Plate-

Southwest.

WHITNEY COMPANYi
113 115 117
--

--

South First Street

WANTED 5 experienced salesladies
and 5 cash boys. Apply lib Gold
avenue.
Spanish
WANT El) 6 experienced
American clothing, funitsnmg goods
and shoe salesmen. Apply 118 Gold
avenue.
OR KENF Two rot ms for liousu- homo cooking. Casa do Oro.
FOR RENT Two rooms fur
Call
with all conventi-ines- .
7(12 East Railroad avenue.
IXST Gentleman's glove; brown,
undressed kid. Fluder please leave
at Citizen office.

Handsome

noral
Dccoraiions

arraniHment com bin j
and chi ii t
froah ut flower make our livnil
designs the object of much admiration.
Skillful

with

artislic taste

IVES

rWg

rLOl9T

319 WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.

Aute Phone,

,

000C-0000-0

Thos. F. Keleher

NOTICE.

'r.

North First Street

401-40- 3

0C"000 ooooooooo

Attorney for

IF YOUR WATER PIPES ARE
FROZEN HAVE THEM THAWED
SOUTHOUT BV ELECTRICITY.
ELECTRIC & ' CONWESTERN
No. 216
STRUCTION COMPANY.
SOUTH SECOND STREET. AUTOMATIC PHONE 455.

Coffee and Tea Pots

d

The finest goods made. You will not leave our store
disappointed. The largest Hardware House in the

J. A. SUMMERS,
Probate Clerk.

o

$3.00 to $12.50

the

will move

First in Importance is the

o
CARD

A

buose-keeping-

and

A state of affairs which femnmls an immediate and big reduction of prices, which
stock and so relieve the tension.

tooTatTto classify

AT,

Trimmings at

Our store room is congested wilh an overflow of stock winter goods still piled up on every lde in
some cases, solid, complete lines, w ithout a garment or a size sold. It's a wrong state of affairs for this time
of the year.

L. C. Wymer, ot reatioay, Kan.
be In Albuquerque with a car load
o good
Jersey cows in ten days.
ELECTRICITY
before you see them.
WILLTHAW YOUR FROZEN WATER Don't buy a cowright.
The cowa can
PIPES IN FIVE MINUTES. WE ARE Prices will be
FOR
THE be seen at Blueher's garden, old town,
FULLY
PREPARED
on their arrival.
SOUTHWESTERN ELEC
WORK.
0
COM
o'clock.
TRIC & CONSTRUCTION
READ THIS.
Building Inspector Whltcomb yes PANY. No. 216 SOUTH SECOND
GOOD THINGS TO EAT AND
terday issued a permit for a new STREET. AUTOMATIC PHONE 455,
GOOD SERVICE AT ROBERT'S RES-TAthree-storbrick building, to be erectRANT, 120 WEST SILVER AVEed by Joshua S. Raynolds of Lias
NUE. SINGLE MEALS, 25c.
Vegas, on East Railroad avenue, on
y

AVENUE.

price-lowerin-

im-m-

low zero.

The ladies of the German Lutheran
church held a business session this
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Preiss
ner, on North Arno street. A profit
able session took place and a period
of sociability enjoyed.
A number of dentists met in ine ot
flee of Dr. Alger last night, to (lis
cuss the organization of an Albuquerque Ethical Dental Society. Tne organization will probably be completed
In a couple of weeks.
Don't forget the date of the Elks'
Minstrels, Friday, January 6th, and
when the date arrives be sure to attend, if for no other reason than to
hear B. Ruppe play (on his bagpipes)
that beautiful solo, "How I Kill 'Em
When They Come to Me for Coke."
As a result of a small freight
wreck near Kingman, Ariz., in which
no person wias injured, train No. 4, of
last night, did not reach the cify until
9 o'clock this morning, five minutes
in advance of No. 2. Trains from the
east were about on time last even
ing.
At a meeting or the
Benevolent Society, held this afternoon, beginning at 2:30 o'clock, at tha
office of District Attorney Claucy, In
the Gleckler .building, on fourth
meet, pincers for the ensuing year
were elected and other routine business transacted.
There was a fair
sized attendance.
The corresponding secretary of the
Iowa Club failed to announce through
the dally papers the meeting hr,H recently at the home of Mrs. S. E.
Newcomer. A very delightful after- noon was spent, and election of of
ficers ensued. The next meeting of
the club is to be held at the home of
Mrs. ,V. O. Heyn, 316 South Seventh
street, Tuesday, January 10 th, at 3

Wednesday will record the beginning of a Green Tag Sale. It will mark the Inaugural of what we
Intend to make the greatest
event, which haj ever occurred In this city.

PAINTS,

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.

OILS.

OCXXXDOCXXOOOOOOCXX)OCXDfJOO

AND

HIGHEST

PRICE PAID
OLD CLOTHING.

Langer,
FIRST 8TREET.
Corner of Silver Avenue.
M.

Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
109

WEST

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

A Citizen want ad will get the
ness. Try one.

ocoo:ooockko

busi-

303 SOUTH

OCOOOCXDOCX3000COOOOOOOOOC
OUR TELEPHONE IS
320.
CROWN STUDIO.

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

cn"KoeroaCHaaoaa

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

C F. MYERS

I

Proprietors
WE ARE

RETAIL

WM. McINTOSH

Colo.Phone 197

Auto. Phone 185

AGENTS FOR

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Colt's Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co.
Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Fairbanks Morse & Co.
Starrett Tools
Great Western Stove

213 West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE.

118.

OOOOOOO0

FOR

.

Co.

NEW MEXICO

CCKC0000

